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Ubiquitous Computing advocates the enhancement of physical spaces with computing
and communication resources that help users perform various kinds of tasks. However,
these environments are highly complex, dynamic and fault-prone. Besides, diﬀerent
environments have diﬀerent resources, architectures and policies. Hence, developers
ﬁnd it diﬃcult to program new applications and services in these rich environments. In
this thesis, we propose a framework for autonomic ubiquitous computing, that enables
these environments to be self-conﬁguring, self-repairing, and adaptive. The framework
allows developers to program ubiquitous computing environments in terms of high-
level, parameterized tasks. The values of task parameters may be provided by the
end-user or automatically inferred by the framework based on the current state of the
environment, context-sensitive policies, and learned user preferences. The framework
uses a novel semantic discovery process to infer the best values of parameters. It can
also recover from failures of one or more actions by using alternative resources. In
order to evaluate this approach, we deﬁne metrics for measuring the complexity of
developing and managing systems. We then evaluate the framework based on these
metrics and also describe our experiences while using the system.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Ubiquitous Computing envisions a world with users interacting naturally with device-
rich, context-aware environments to perform various kinds of tasks. Over the past few
years, diﬀerent ubiquitous computing scenarios and applications have been proposed
and various prototype systems supporting these scenarios have been built. As we move
forward to more widespread deployment of ubiquitous computing, we face a number of
challenges arising from the complexity of ubiquitous computing environments. These
environments feature large mobile and distributed systems containing a variety of
inter-dependent services and devices. They are also highly dynamic and fault-prone.
Thus, programs running in these environments must be able to adapt to the changing
contexts and resource availabilities, and recover from failures of devices, services and
applications. Diﬀerent environments may have diﬀerent resources and hence, many
programs are not portable across environments. Developers, often, have to re-develop
their applications and services for new environments. Finally, diﬀerent environments
may have diﬀerent policies regarding the usage of resources for performing various
kinds of tasks. Developers have to be aware of these policies while developing their
services and applications. These issues place a bottleneck on the rapid development
and prototyping of new services and applications in these environments.
A new challenge introduced by ubiquitous computing is that since these environ-
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ments are characterized by a large number of diﬀerent types of devices, services and
applications, there are often diﬀerent ways of performing the same task, using dif-
ferent resources or diﬀerent strategies. However, some ways are better than others
depending on the current context, resources available and user preferences. Hence,
programs need to choose the ”best” way of performing a task from the various choices
available. The developer, though, should not be burdened with this task.
In our previous research, we have developed prototype ubiquitous computing en-
vironments that are programmed and managed with the help of a middleware called
Gaia[13]. However, when we tried to deploy these environments in a wide-scale across
diﬀerent rooms and buildings, we encountered several challenges arising from the com-
plexity, dynamism and heterogeneity of the environments. The promise of ubiquitous
computing environments will not be realized unless these systems can eﬀectively ”dis-
appear”. In order to do that, they need to become autonomous by managing their
own evolution and conﬁguration without explicit user or administrator action. In this
thesis, we propose a framework that enables autonomic ubiquitous computing, i.e. it
allows ubiquitous computing environments to be self-conﬁguring and adaptive, and
to require minimal user intervention. The framework allows developers and admin-
istrators to program and conﬁgure ubiquitous computing environments in terms of
high-level tasks. A task is a set of actions performed collaboratively by humans and
the ubiquitous system to achieve a goal. Common tasks in a smart conference room,
for instance, include displaying slideshows, giving lectures, playing music, collaborat-
ing with others, and migrating applications.
In this framework, developers ﬁrst develop primitive activities that perform actions
like starting, moving or stopping components, changing the state of devices, services
or applications or interacting with the end-user in various ways. They then develop
programs or workﬂows that compose a number of primitive activities into a task that
achieves a certain goal.
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Each task is associated with one or more parameters that inﬂuence how it is
performed. The parameters may be devices, services or applications to employ while
performing the task or they may be strategies or algorithms to use. For example,
even the relatively simple task of displaying a slideshow has a number of parameters
like the devices and applications to use for displaying and navigating the slides, the
name of the ﬁle, etc. When the task is executed, the task execution framework
obtains the values of the diﬀerent parameters in the task by either asking the end-
user or by automatically deducing the best value of the parameter. The best value
is deduced based on constraints speciﬁed by the developer, the current state of the
environment, context-sensitive policies, and user preferences. Hence, a task can be
executed entirely automatically (where the environment decides all the parameter
values), entirely manually (where the end-user chooses all parameters), or anywhere
in the space in-between. The framework, thus, frees developers and end-users from
the burden of choosing myriad parameter values for performing a task, although it
does allow end-users to override system choices and manually conﬁgure how the task
is performed.
The framework can also recover from failures of one or more actions by using
alternate resources. While executing the actions, it monitors the eﬀects of the actions
through various feedback mechanisms. In case any of the actions fail, it handles the
failure by re-trying the action with a diﬀerent resource.
The main contributions of the thesis are the proposal of a high-level task speciﬁ-
cation model and an autonomic task execution framework for ubiquitous computing
environments. The framework enables self-conﬁguration, self-repair and rapid proto-
typing of new tasks. It also enhances portability since tasks are written in a high-level
manner, in terms of abstract resources or parameters and are not strongly tied into
the characteristics of any particular environment. Some of the key elements of the
framework are:
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1. Ontologies for specifying hierarchies of diﬀerent kinds of entities and their prop-
erties in a standard, reusable way.
2. A novel semantic discovery algorithm based on ontological hierarchies for dis-
covering appropriate resources for performing a certain task.
3. Context-sensitive policies, written as Prolog rules, that are checked while choos-
ing appropriate resources.
4. A multi-dimensional utility function for choosing the “best” values of diﬀerent
task parameters.
We have implemented a prototype task development and execution framework
and have incorporated it in our middleware for ubiquitous computing. In the fol-
lowing chapters we describe our planning model and framework in detail. Chapter
2 describes the underlying Gaia infrastructure and our vision and implementation of
Active Spaces. Chapter 3 describes the task programming model. Chapter 4 describes
our high-level programming model, called Olympus, using which tasks are developed.
Chapter 5 explores the space of automation and explains why we designed our task
model the way we designed it. Chapter 6 has details on the architecture and the
process of executing, optimizing and repairing tasks. We evaluate the framework in
Chapter 7. Chapter 8 analyzes the framework based on the reduction in development
complexity it enables. Chapters 9, 10 and 11 have related work, future work and our
conclusions.
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Chapter 2
Background - Active Spaces and
Gaia
The Task Execution Framework has been implemented for Active Spaces on top of the
Gaia middleware. An Active Space is a physical space, such as a room or a building,
that has been enhanced with a large number of digital devices such as various sensors,
computers and actuators. The Gaia middleware [13], manages the resources of an
Active Space, and allows programming the Active Space. Gaia contains a set of core
services that manages the resource collection and provides a programming interface
to application developers. It supports an application framework that decomposes
an Active Space application into smaller components that can be migrated across
various devices in an active space and adapted to the requirements of a space. Gaia
uses CORBA [37] to enable distributed computing.
The core services of Gaia include a Presence Service and a Space Repository that
together help in discovering entities (i.e. applications, devices and services) present
in the space. The Presence Service detects the presence of entities using heartbeats
that are sent by all Gaia entities. The Space Repository maintains a list of all active
entities present in a space along with their descriptions. The Space Repository has a
MySQL database backend and allows queries on the entities present in the space.
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Gaia also has a context infrastructure[36] that allows sensing and inferring diﬀerent
types of contexts. There are many diﬀerent kinds of context information - these
include physical contexts (like location of people, things or software objects, time),
environmental contexts (weather, light and sound levels), user contexts (activity,
mood, schedule), system contexts (network traﬃc, status of printers) and so on. All
these contexts may inﬂuence the way a user performs a certain kind of task in an
Active Space. Gaia also uses a role-based access control mechanism. Access control
policies are used to decide if a certain principal (i.e. an object or a user) has access
to a certain resource in a certain context.
Gaia uses ontologies in DAML-OIL and OWL to deﬁne the semantics of diﬀerent
concepts like context information, applications, services, devices, ﬁle-types, roles, etc.
[38]. Ontologies [26] have been widely used in many areas such as knowledge and
content management, electronic commerce and the Semantic Web [25]. They allow
deﬁning hierarchies and properties of entities in a standard, reusable and portable
manner. Gaia also has a location middleware [32] that allows reasoning about location
data obtained from diﬀerent kinds of sensors and capturing the uncertainty in location
information.
Applications in Gaia are built using an extension of the Model-View-Controller
framework [35],[5]. Applications are made up of ﬁve components: model, presentation
(generalization of view), adapter, controller and coordinator. The framework is shown
in Figure 2.1. The ApplicationComponent entity type refers to these ﬁve components,
while the Application entity type is a composite type referring to the set of the
components belonging to a single application.
The model implements the logic of the application and exports an interface to
access and manage the application’s state. Controllers act as input interfaces to
the application and presentations as output interfaces. The adapter maps controller
inputs into method calls on the model. The coordinator manages the composition of
6
Controller
(SlideController)
Adapter
(PPTAdapter)
Model
(PPTModel)
Presentation
(PPTViewer)
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Figure 2.1: Application Framework and slide-show application components (in
parentheses)
the other components of the framework. For example, in a slideshow application, the
model (a PPTModel component) maintains the name of the ﬁle and the current slide
number; the presentation (a PPTViewer component) actually renders the slides; and
the controller (a SlideController component) allows navigating through the slides.
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Chapter 3
Task Model
In this section, we describe our model of tasks, starting with an example and then
looking at the structure and parameters of tasks, as well as ontology support
3.1 Example of a Task
In order to motivate the need for autonomic ubiquitous computing, we give an ex-
ample of the task of displaying a slideshow. The wide variety of devices and software
components available in a ubiquitous computing environment allows diﬀerent ways
of conﬁguring the slideshow application. Our prototype smart room, for instance,
allows presentations to be displayed on large plasma displays, a video wall, touch
screens, handhelds, tablet PCs, etc. The presentation can be controlled using voice
commands (by saying “start”, “next”, etc.) or using a GUI (with buttons for start,
next, etc.) on a handheld or on a touch-screen. Diﬀerent applications (like Microsoft
PowerPoint or Acrobat Reader) can be used as well for displaying the slides.
Hence, in order to display a slideshow, appropriate choices have to be made for the
diﬀerent devices and components needed in the task. Developers of slideshow tasks
may not be aware of the devices and components present in a certain environment
and hence cannot decide before-hand what is the best way of conﬁguring the task.
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End-users may also not be aware of the diﬀerent choices and they may also not know
how to conﬁgure the task using diﬀerent devices and components. Besides, access to
some devices and services may be prohibited by security policies. Finally, components
may fail due to a number of reasons.
In order to overcome these problems, our task execution framework allows de-
velopers to specify how the slideshow task should proceed in a high-level manner.
Developers specify the diﬀerent activities involved in the task and the parameters
that inﬂuence how exactly the task is executed. These parameters include the de-
vices and components to be used in the task, the name of the ﬁle, etc. They can also
specify constraints on the value of the parameters. For instance, they can specify
that only plasma screens are to be used for displaying slides. For each parameter,
the developer can also specify whether the best value is to be deduced automatically
or obtained from the end-user. Fig 3.1 shows a portion of the overall control ﬂow of
the slideshow task represented as a ﬂowchart. The task execution framework takes
care of executing the diﬀerent activities in the task, discovering possible values of the
parameters and picking the best value on its own or asking the end-user for the best
value.
The result of this slideshow task is an application that displays the required ﬁle.
This application is based on a distributed Model-View-Controller framework [5] and
consists of the following distributed components: a model (which manages application
state), one or more presentations (that provides a view of the state), one or more
controllers (that allow users to control the application) and a coordinator (that has
information about the structure of the application and its components).
The framework also simpliﬁes the performance of tasks for end-users. End-users
interact with the framework through a Task Control GUI. This GUI runs on a ﬁxed
display in our prototype smart room or may also be run on the user’s laptop or
tablet PC. The GUI displays a list of tasks that have been developed for the smart
9
Obtain parameters:
 -- coordinator device , model device , slideshow
file , number of presentations , number of
controllers
Start
Stop
Does there already exist
 a slideshow application
in the space?
Obtain Parameter
-- reconfigure existing
application or
start new application
Obtain parameters:
-- presentation devices and classes
-- controller devices and classes
Start new application with
parameters as specified
above
Change file being displayed
by existing application
Yes
No
Reconfigure existing
application
Start new
application
Figure 3.1: Slideshow task represented as a ﬂowchart
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 Figure 3.2: Screenshot of Task Control GUI
room. The end-user enters his name and indicates the task he wants to perform (like
“Display Slideshow”, “Play Music”, etc.). The framework, then, presents him with a
list of various parameters. In the case of parameters that have to be obtained from
the end-user, the user enters the value of the parameter in the edit box next to the
parameter name. In the case of automatic parameters, the framework discovers the
best value and ﬁlls the edit box with this value. The user can change this value if he
desires. For both manual and automatic parameters, the user can click the “Browse”
button to see possible values of the parameter and choose one.
Fig 3.2 shows the Task Control GUI in the middle of the slideshow task. The pre-
sentation and controller parameters need to be obtained in the current activity. The
values of the ﬁrst ﬁve parameters (coordinator, model and application parameters)
have already been speciﬁed by the user or obtained automatically in a previous activ-
ity. The Task Execution Framework has automatically found the best values of the
presentation and controller classes and it presents them to the user. The presentation
and controller device parameters have to be provided by the end-user. The GUI also
provides feedback to the user regarding task execution and if any failures occur.
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3.2 Task Parameters
The parameterization of tasks helps make them ﬂexible and adaptive. The explicit
representation of diﬀerent parameters of the task allows the task execution framework
to obtain the values of the parameters using diﬀerent mechanisms and customize the
execution of the task depending on the current context and the end-user. There are
two kinds of task parameters: behavioral parameters, which describe which algorithm
or strategy is to be used for performing the task; and resource parameters, which
describe which resources are to be used.
Each task parameter is associated with a class deﬁned in an ontology. The value
of the parameter must be an instance of this class (or of one of its subclasses). For
example, the ﬁlename parameter for a slideshow task must be the “SlideShowFile”
class (whose subclasses are ﬁles of type ppt, pdf or ps). Each task parameter may
also be associated with one or more properties that constrain the values that it can
take.
The diﬀerent parameters for the various entities in a task are speciﬁed in an
XML ﬁle. Appendix B shows a segment of the parameter XML ﬁle for the task of
displaying a slideshow. The XML ﬁle speciﬁes the name of the parameter, the class
that its value must belong to, the mode of obtaining the value of the parameter and
any properties that the parameter value must satisfy. In case the parameter value
is to be inferred, automatically, by the framework, the XML ﬁle also speciﬁes the
metric to use for ranking diﬀerent possible parameter values. For example, the XML
ﬁle in Appendix B deﬁnes two parameters for the model of the slideshow application
- the device on which the model is to be instantiated and the name of the ﬁle to
display. The device parameter should be of class “Device” and is to be automatically
chosen by the framework using the space policy. The ﬁlename parameter should be
of class “SlideShowFile” and is to be obtained from the end-user. Similarly, some
other parameters of the slideshow task are the number of presentations, the number
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of controllers, devices and classes of the diﬀerent presentation components.
Task parameters are similar to parameters passed to methods in object-oriented
languages like smalltalk and C++. They are of a certain data-type or class and the
value that is passed may belong to that class or any of its subclasses (thanks to poly-
morphism). One diﬀerence between a task parameter and any other object-oriented
method parameter is that the value of the task parameter is resolved explicitly in
the task program by calling a “queryForTaskParameters” function call. The value of
an object-oriented method parameter is, however, resolved at the beginning of the
method or upon ﬁrst use, depending on the exact parameter passing mechanism used.
Task parameters are also deﬁned externally in the parameter XML ﬁle. This allows
developers and administrators to change the class or properties of the parameters
easily. Also, the value of a task parameter may be obtained by either asking the
end-user or by using a powerful semantic discovery process. This semantic discovery
process involves an intelligent type coercion, where the best class of the task para-
meter value is ﬁrst discovered. After that, the best instance of this best best class is
then discovered.
3.3 Ontologies of Task Parameters
In order to aid the development of tasks and to have common deﬁnitions of various
concepts related to tasks, we have developed ontologies in OWL [20] that describe
diﬀerent classes of task parameters and their properties. There are eight basic classes
of task parameters: Application, ApplicationComponent, Device, Service, Person,
PhysicalObject, Location and ActiveSpace. These basic classes, further, have sub-
classes that specialize them. We brieﬂy describe the ApplicationComponent hierarchy
in order to illustrate the diﬀerent kinds of hierarchies.
Fig 3.3 shows a portion of the hierarchy under ApplicationComponent describ-
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Figure 3.3: Presentation Hierarchy
ing diﬀerent kinds of Presentation components. The hierarchy, for instance, speciﬁes
two sub-classes of “Presentation” - “Visual Presentation” and “Audio Presentation”.
It also further classiﬁes “Visual Presentation” as “Web Browser”, “ImageViewer”,
“SlideShow” and “Video”. Ontologies allow a class to have multiple parents - so
“Video” is a sub-class of both “Visual Presentation” and “Audio Presentation”. Sim-
ilarly, Fig 3.4 shows diﬀerent kinds of Controller components and Fig 3.5 shows a
portion of the device hierarchy.
The ontologies also deﬁne properties of these classes. An example of a property
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is the requiresDevice relationship which maps application components to a Boolean
expression on devices. For example,
requiresDevice(PowerPointV iewer) =
PlasmaScreen ∨Desktop ∨ Laptop ∨ TabletPC
This means that the PowerPointV iewer can only run on a PlasmaScreen, TabletPC
or a Desktop. Another relation, requiresOS, maps application components to oper-
ating systems. E.g.
requiresOS(PowerPointV iewer) = Windows
The ontologies are initially created by an administrator. As new applications, devices
and other entities are added to the environment, the ontologies are extended by the
administrator or application developer to include descriptions of the new entities.
Ontologies are very useful for specifying the types and properties of task parame-
ters. They are more expressive than several other typing systems like object oriented
class hierarchies. Simple class hierarchies cannot express new kinds of relationships
between diﬀerent classes (apart from the “subclass-of” relationship). Ontologies,
however, can deﬁne other kinds of relationships between classes. They also have a
foundation in description logic. Hence, it is possible to perform diﬀerent kinds of
reasoning on ontologies such as classiﬁcation, satisfaction and subsumption based
reasoning. It also possible to check the consistency of ontologies, and make sure that
diﬀerent assertions in the ontologies do not conﬂict. Finally, ontologies can be reused
and exchanged between diﬀerent parties easily, since they are written in a standard
Semantic Web language like RDF or OWL, which are both based on XML. Also, the-
oretically, it is possible to interoperate diﬀerent systems by ﬁnding mappings between
the various concepts deﬁned in their ontologies.
Ontologies play a key role in our task execution framework in enabling high-level
programming. Developers program the environment using concepts that are high
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up in the ontology hierarchy. The task execution framework then maps the high-
level concepts into low-level concepts depending on the task being performed, the
current state and context of the environment and the users’ preferences. The low-
level concepts are typically leaf concepts in our framework.
3.4 Activities in a Task
Tasks are made up of a number of reusable sub-tasks or activities, that can be recom-
bined in diﬀerent manners. Diﬀerent tasks often have common or similar activities;
hence it is easy to develop new tasks by reusing activities that have already been
programmed.
There are three kinds of activities allowed in our framework: parameter-obtaining,
state-gathering and world-altering (Fig 3.6). Parameter-obtaining activities involve
getting values of parameters by either asking the end-user or by automatically de-
ducing the best value. State-gathering activities involve querying other services or
databases for the current state of the environment. World-altering activities change
the state of the environment by creating, re-conﬁguring, moving or destroying other
entities like applications and services.
In parameter-obtaining activities, developers list various parameters that must
be obtained. The descriptions of these parameters are in the task parameter XML
ﬁle (such as the one in Appendix B). In the case of parameters obtained from the
end-user, the task execution framework contacts the Task Control GUI. In case of
parameters whose values must be deduced automatically, the framework contacts a
Discovery Service to get the best value. Further details of the discovery process are
in Chapter 6.
World-altering and state-gathering activities are written in the form of C++ func-
tions. These activities can have parameters. They are developed using a high-level
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programming model called Olympus [16]. The main feature of this model is that
it represents common ubiquitous computing operations as high-level operators. Ex-
amples of operators include starting, stopping and moving components, notifying
end-users, and changing the state of various devices and applications. Diﬀerent ubiq-
uitous computing environments may implement these operators diﬀerently depend-
ing on the architectures and speciﬁc characteristics of the environments. However,
these low-level implementation details are abstracted away from developers. Hence,
developers do not have to worry about how operations are performed in a speciﬁc
environment and the same program can run in diﬀerent environments. More details
of this programming model are in Chapter 4.
3.5 Composing Activities to form Tasks
The diﬀerent activities are composed together to create a task. The control ﬂow piec-
ing together the diﬀerent activities is speciﬁed either in a C++ program or in a Lua
[19] script. Lua is a powerful, light-weight, interpreted programming language de-
signed for extending applications, and is especially suited for conﬁguration, scripting,
and rapid prototyping.
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Hence, a task looks like (and has the same expressive power as) any C++ routine
or Lua script, except that the variables in the program correspond to classes in the
ontology and the functions are activities that have been deﬁned using the Olympus
high-level programming model. The parameters of the task are declared in the ex-
ternal parameter XML ﬁle. For example, the code segment in Appendix A shows
how diﬀerent activities are composed together in C++ for the slideshow task in Fig
3.1. The lines in bold are parameter-obtaining activities; the lines in italics are
world-altering activities and the underlined lines are state-gathering activities.
The control ﬂow can also be speciﬁed in the Lua scripting language. This allows
developers and administrators to modify the control ﬂow easily or piece together
diﬀerent activities in the task. For example, Table 4.2 shows such a control ﬂow for
the task of migrating an application.
The composite model of a task consisting of several activities borrows from mod-
els of workﬂows like BPEL [12]. BPEL has diﬀerent kinds of primitive activities like
invoking web services or throwing exceptions. These primitive activities can also be
combined and executed in sequence, in a loop, or in parallel. However, the key diﬀer-
ence between our task model and other workﬂow models is that our tasks are more
dynamic. Since task parameters are explicitly declared in the task parameter XML
ﬁle, our framework can conﬁgure how the task is executed by picking appropriate vales
of parameters depending on the current context and the end-user. In BPEL, however,
the web services used and the pattern of interaction are pre-speciﬁed statically and
are diﬃcult to adapt to diﬀerent situations.
Our task model, like BPEL, has the advantage that developers and administrators
can change the control ﬂow or pattern of interaction easily without having to change
the underlying components involved (the diﬀerent activities, services and applica-
tions). It also improves the scalability of task development and prototyping. This is
because activities and tasks can be composed; portions of tasks and user interactions
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can be developed and tested independently.
3.6 Developing a Task
In summary, there are three main steps involved in developing a new task:
1. Decide what are the parameters of the task that would inﬂuence execution and
describe these parameters in a task parameter XML ﬁle
2. Develop world-altering and state-gathering activities or reuse from existing li-
braries of activities (in C++)
3. Compose a number of these activities (in C++ or in Lua)
3.7 Other Examples of Tasks
In order to give an idea of the kinds of tasks we have developed using the task
framework, we give some more examples of tasks that we have developed using it.
Most of these tasks are executed in smart conference rooms or oﬃces.
3.7.1 A Lecture Task
The Lecture Task allows a lecturer to specify just the name of the ﬁle that he wants
to display in a smart conference room or smart classroom. The task execution frame-
work decides all the details of displaying the slideshow including the best devices
to use for running the coordinator and the model of the slideshow application, the
number of presentations and controllers, and the devices and components to use for
presenting and controlling the slideshow. It also starts an attendance application that
gets information about the people currently attending the lecture and puts up that
information on a public (or private, depending on the policies) display as well.
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At the end of the lecture, the lecturer has the option of either terminating the
slideshow application or suspending it, so that he can restart the slideshow at the
same point later. If he chooses to terminate the application, the slideshow is stopped.
If he chooses to suspend it and the state of the application is saved. Later on, the
Task Control GUI gives him the option of restarting the same slideshow. When
the application is started again, it once again discovers the best conﬁguration for
presenting and conﬁguring the slideshow. Hence, if the state or context of the room
has changed, the task execution adapts accordingly. For example, a certain plasma
screen that was used to display the slides earlier may no longer be available because
it is displaying some other information or it is being used for some other purpose,
or because it may have failed. In that case, the task execution framework discovers
other devices that can be used to display the slides. Figure 3.7.1 shows a ﬂowchart
representation of this lecture task. The main point to note about the lecture task is
the use of a loop in the ﬂowchart. Essentially, any control construct of C++ or Lua
can be used to compose diﬀerent activities into a task.
3.7.2 A Music Playing Task
The Music Playing task is similar to the slideshow task. The parameters of the
music playing task include the name of the music ﬁle, the devices to use for the
coordinator and model, the number of presentations and controllers and the devices
to use to start the presentations and controllers. The presentation of a music playing
application is any component that can play a music ﬁle like WinAmp or Windows
Media Player. One constraint is that the presentation can only play on a device that
has a speaker attached to it. The controller of the music playing application is any
GUI that allows the user to choose the song from a playlist and adjust the volume
and other parameters of the sound being produced.
Just as in the slideshow application, if the task execution framework detects the
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presence of a music player in the Active Space, it may reuse that application, or else,
it may start a new application using appropriate devices and components.
3.7.3 A Collaboration Task
The Collaboration Task allows a group of users to collaborate on a single ﬁle. The
ﬁle may be a text document (in MS Word or other formats), an Excel spreadsheet
or an image ﬁle. All the users in the collaboration session can then edit this ﬁle
concurrently using diﬀerent devices. The users may be in the same Active Space or
may be remote. The parameters of the task include the name of the ﬁle, the number
of users in the collaboration session, and the names of the users. The task execution
framework ﬁgures out the best application to use (Notepad, Wordpad, MS Word,
Excel, Paint, our own Scribble Application, Calculator, etc.) and the best devices for
the diﬀerent users to use. In order to decide the best device, it discovers appropriate
devices that are close to the user and that can run the collaboration application. In
order to ﬁnd the location of the users, it uses the Location Service, which is part of
the Gaia Location Middleware called MiddleWhere [32]. If it cannot ﬁnd the location
of the user, it asks the user to pick an appropriate device.
3.7.4 A Notiﬁcation Task
The Notiﬁcation Task allows a user to send a message to another user. The Task
Execution Framework picks the best way of sending the message - using a ticker tape
application that runs across diﬀerent plasma screens in the Active Space, using a
speech application called the GaiaSpeechEngine that can do text-to-speech, or using
email. The parameters of the task are the name of the user and the message to be sent.
The Task Execution Framework picks the best way of sending the message depending
on the current state and context of the Active Space where the user is located and the
policies of the user and the space. For example, if the current activity in the Active
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Space is a meeting, it will not pick the speech application. If the application it decides
upon is not running in the Active Space, it also starts the application appropriately.
For example, if the ticker tape application is not running in the space, it decides which
displays are to be used to start the ticker tape. Similarly, if the GaiaSpeechEngine
is not running, it starts it appropriately, taking care that the presentation of this
application needs to run on a device that is connected to a speaker.
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Chapter 4
Developing Activities using the
Olympus Programming Model
Developers program world-altering and state-gathering activities using the Olympus
programming model [16]. This programming model allows developers to describe
the behavior of a ubiquitous computing program at a high-level, using high-level
operands and high-level operators. The associated Olympus framework takes care of
the low-level details, including mapping the high-level operands and operators into
appropriate concrete operands and operators.
4.1 High-Level Operands
High-level operands in Olympus are Active Space entities including services, applica-
tions, devices, physical objects, locations, users and Active Spaces. Each of these basic
types of operands is associated with a hierarchy in the ontology and developers can
use any subconcept of these basic types while programming. The Olympus framework
takes care of resolving these abstract, high-level operands into actual Active Space
entities based on constraints speciﬁed by the developer, the resources available in the
current space, policies and the current context of the space. High-level operands may
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be either passed as parameters into the activity or may be declared locally within the
activity.
High-level operands used within Olympus programs are also called virtual entities
(they become concrete entities once the task execution framework discovers suitable
actual entities that the high-level operands can be mapped to). Virtual entities that
are declared locally are called local virtual entities and those that are passed to the
program are called virtual entity parameters.
Local virtual entities are declared within the program. The class and properties
of this entity are also deﬁned within the program. As an example, the developer
may want to obtain a device to which he can migrate Bob’s suspended slideshow
application. This device should have a certain resolution and should be located close
to the user Bob. He thus declares three virtual entities: user1 that represents the
user Bob, app1 that represents the suspended slideshow application, and a device1
that represents the device with the required properties. He declares user1 to have the
name Bob and app1 to be suspended slideshow applications belonging to Bob. He
declares that device1 is of class VisualOutput (which is a class in the device ontology
in Fig 5), is located in the same location as user1 and has a resolution of 800*600.
He also declares that if there are many devices that satisfy these constraints then the
distance from user1 should be used as the metric, i.e. the one that is closest to user1
should be picked.
void migrateSlideshowApp() {
User user1;
user1.hasProp(“name”, “Bob”);
user1.instantiate();
App app1;
app1.hasClass(“SlideShowApp”);
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app1.hasProp(“owner”, user1);
app1.hasProp(“status”, “suspended”);
app1.instantiate();
Device device1;
device1.hasClass(“VisualOutput”);
device1.hasProp(“location”, user1.getProp(“location”));
device1.hasProp(“resolution”,“800*600”);
device1.hasMetric(“distance”, user1, “ascending”);
device1.instantiate();
app1.resume(device1);
}
The discovery of the concrete user, device and app make use of the Olympus
Discovery Service. The instantiate method on the virtual entities triggers a call to the
Discovery Service to discover concrete mappings of the virtual entities. For example,
in the case of device1, the Discovery Service discovers appropriate concrete classes of
devices, including diﬀerent ontological subclasses of VisualOutput. It then discovers
instances of these classes that satisfy the diﬀerent constraints and ranks them in
increasing order of distance from the user Bob. Further details of the discovery
process are in Sec 6.3 .
In the above program, all virtual entities are declared and used within the mi-
grateSlideshowApp function. However, these virtual entities could also be passed as
parameters to the function. Such parameterized functions are used as state-gathering
or world-altering activities in the task execution framework. For example, the same
migrateSlideshowApp with user1 and device1 being passed as parameters to the func-
tion is shown below:
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void migrateSlideshowApp(User user1, Device device1) {
App app1;
app1.hasClass(“SlideShowApp”);
app1.hasProp(“owner”, user1);
app1.hasProp(“status”,“suspended”);
app1.instantiate();
app1.resume(device1);
}
Such parameterized activities form the basic elements of a task. In the above
example, the migrateSlideshowApp activity may be part of a larger task, for example
a task that enables a slideshow application to follow a user as he moves around a
building. The parameters user1 and device1 are parameters of the slideshowApp entity
in the task and may be discovered in a previous parameter-obtaining step. In this
case, the class and properties of the parameter are speciﬁed externally in the task
parameter XML ﬁle such as the one in Table 4.1.
The task is then written in C++ or Lua composing the two activities -viz. ob-
taining the values of the user and device parameters and then invoking the migrateS-
lideshowApp activity with these parameters. The Lua version is shown below in Table
4.2.
The appAct variable is an over-riding class that deﬁnes all the activities as func-
tions. The aqs local variable holds the virtual entity slideshowApp along with its pa-
rameters Owner and PresentationDevice. The class and properties deﬁnitions of these
parameters are taken from the task parameter XML ﬁle. The queryForTaskParame-
ters activity invokes the Olympus Discovery Service to discover appropriate concrete
instances of the parameters. Finally the migrateSlideshowApp activity is invoked with
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<Entity name="slideshowApp">
<Parameter>
<Name>Owner</Name>
<Class>User</Class>
<Mode>Automatic</Mode>
<Property>
<PropName>name</PropName>
<PropValue>Bob</PropValue>
</Property>
</Parameter>
<Parameter>
<Name>PresentationDevice</Name>
<Class>VisualOutput</Class>
<Property>
<PropName>resolution</PropName>
<PropValue>800*600</PropValue>
</Property>
<Property>
<PropName>location </PropName>
<PropValue>user1:location</PropValue>
</Property>
<Mode>Automatic</Mode>
<Metric>Distance</Metric>
</Parameter>
</Entity>
Table 4.1: Segment of Parameter XML File for migrating a slideshow
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appAct = ApplicationActivities:new()
local aqs[]
aqs[0] = {"slideshowApp ", 1, {"Owner","PresentationDevice"}, 2 }
appAct:queryForTaskParameters(1, aqs)
appAct:migrateSlideshowApp(
appAct:getParamValue("slideshowApp","Owner"),
appAct:getParamValue("slideshowApp","PresentationDevice"))
Table 4.2: Lua script with parameter-obtaining and world-altering activities
the Owner and PresentationDevice parameters just discovered.
The advantages of having the classes and properties of the parameters speciﬁed
in an external XML ﬁle are that it enables rapid prototyping and easy changing of
the classes and properties of the parameters. The same migrateSlideshowApp activity
can now be reused in a number of diﬀerent tasks with diﬀerent properties and values
of the parameters.
4.2 High-Level Operators
The other feature of the Olympus programming model are the high-level operators.
High-level operators operate on the high level operands (i.e. the diﬀerent Active Space
entities) in diﬀerent ways. There are, in general, three kinds of high-level operators:
1. Operators to manage the lifecycle of Active Space entities. These include oper-
ators for starting, stopping, suspending applications and other entities
2. Operators to query or change the state of Active Space entities. For example,
the state of a light may be on, oﬀ or dim. High-level operators allow querying
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or changing the state of the light.
3. Operators to query or change the relationships between Active Space entities.
For example, operators exist to query the relationship between a user and a
location (e.g. where is a user?), or for changing the relationship between a
device and an application (e.g. move an application to a diﬀerent device).
4.3 Expressiveness of the Olympus Programming
Model
The expressiveness of the programming model depends on the set of operands and op-
erators available. In our Olympus model, we have identiﬁed 7 basic types of operands
that we found useful in an Active Space : viz. services, applications, devices, phys-
ical objects, locations, users and Active Spaces. All these types are associated with
hierarchies deﬁned in ontologies.
The set of operators depends on:
• Lifecycle of entities
• State Space of entities
• Relationship Space between entities
4.3.1 Characterizing the lifecycle of entities
For example, the lifecycle of applications and services consists of states like started,
stopped, checkpointed and suspended. Devices may be on or oﬀ. Users may be
unauthenticated or authenticated. Table 7.2 lists some of the life-cycle operators
that are implemented in Olympus for our Active Space.
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4.3.2 Characterizing the state-space of entities
The state space of an entity depends on the kind of entity. For instance, the state
space of slideshow applications consists of the slide number and the name of the
ﬁle. The state of a user includes the roles he can activate and the set of notiﬁcation
messages that have been delivered to him. Table 7.3 lists some of the state-space
operators that are implemented in Olympus for our Active Space.
4.3.3 Characterizing the relationship-space between entities
We also deﬁned a number of operators for managing the relationships. Some of these
relationships are captured in Figure 4.2. In order to give an idea of the charac-
teristics of the relationship-space between certain kinds of entities, we describe the
relationship-space based on location. The following subsections deﬁne some of the
relations that are deﬁned between locations, and between a location and any other
entity, and also the location-based between two entities.
Relations between two locations
We deﬁne several relations between locations or regions based on the Region Con-
nection Calculus (RCC) [49]. RCC is a ﬁrst order theory of spatial regions. RCC-8
deﬁnes various topological relationships: Dis-Connection (DC), External Connection
(EC), Partial Overlap (PO), Tangential Proper Part (TPP), Non-Tangential Proper
Part (NTPP) and Equality (EQ). Any two regions are related by exactly one of these
relations. Figure 4.1 shows some of relationships between locations or regions deﬁned
by RCC.
A key relation is that of external connectedness (EC). If two locations or regions
are externally connected, it means that it may be possible to go from one region to
another. An example of this is two rooms that are connected by a door. However two
adjacent rooms that just have a wall (with no door) in between are also externally
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Figure 4.1: Diﬀerent relations between regions, as deﬁned by RCC
connected. To make this distinction, we deﬁne three additional relations:
ECFP(a,b) is true if EC(a,b) and there is a free passage to go from a to b.
ECRP(a,b) is true if EC(a,b) and there is a restricted passage to go from a to b.
ECNP(a,b) is true if EC(a,b) and there is a no passage to go from a to b.
An example of a restricted passage is a door that is normally locked and which
requires either a card swipe or a key to open. The various relations between regions
are useful for a number of applications such as route-ﬁnding applications.
Another relation between regions is distance. Two kinds of distance measures are
used: Euclidean, which is the shortest straight line distance between the centers of
the regions, and path-distance, which is the length of a path from the center of one
region to the center of the other region.
Relations between an entity and a region
Olympus deﬁnes various relations between an object and a region. These relations
may be probabilistic if the location of the object is only known with some probability
(the Gaia Location Middleware [32] provides location information of mobile entities
with a probability that the location is correct). Some of the main relations deﬁned
are: (a) Containment: whether an object is within a certain region. (b) Usage: Usage
Regions are deﬁned for certain objects (like displays or tables) such that if a person
has to use these objects for some purpose, he has to be within the usage region
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of the object. (c) Distance: the distance from an object to a region (Euclidean or
path-based).
Location-based relations between two entities
The main location-based relations between two objects are (a) Proximity: whether
the two objects are closer than a pre-deﬁned distance. (b) Co-location: whether the
two objects are located in the same symbolic region (of a speciﬁed granularity such as
room, ﬂoor or building). (c) Distance: the Euclidean or path-based distance between
the two objects.
Other relations between any two entities
Besides the relations based on location, Olympus deﬁnes a number of other relations
between diﬀerent kinds of operands. Tables 7.4 and 7.5 list some of the relationship-
space operators that are deﬁned in Olympus for our Active Spaces. Table 7.6 lists
some operators that generate events when some condition on the relationship-space
between two operands is satisﬁed.
4.3.4 Operators for a ubiquitous computing environment
For Active Spaces, we have deﬁned operators that allowed querying, changing or
being notiﬁed of any change in the lifecycle, state and relationship between entities.
Section 7.1.1 evaluates the expressiveness of the model in further detail and also lists
and describes some of the operators and operands provided by Olympus.
The set of operators that we have identiﬁed is not exhaustive but is suﬃcient to
express many common Active Space behaviors. The set of operators is extensible and
is also deﬁned in the ontologies. All Active Spaces that can be programmed using
the Olympus model must have an implementation of these operators, though the op-
erators may be implemented diﬀerently in diﬀerent spaces. The Olympus framework
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Figure 4.2: Relationships between diﬀerent kinds of Active Space Entities
expressible in Olympus
binds the high-level operators with the appropriate implementation available in the
space and and executes the implementation whenever these operators are invoked in
a high-level program.
The exact set of operators and operands for any ubiquitous computing environ-
ment will depend on the characteristics of the environment. We found the set of
operators and operands that we deﬁned useful for many smart space scenarios. One
of the broader goals of the Olympus model is to identify diﬀerent kinds of entities
and operators associated with them that may form a part of a minimal standard for
pervasive computing environments. Such a standard would allow the same program
to run unchanged in diﬀerent environments.
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4.4 Comparison with traditional programming mod-
els
Traditional object oriented programming models have the concept of polymorphism,
where a base class can be instantiated by any subclass. The Olympus Programming
Model has a similar notion, wherein high-level classes (or concepts in the ontology)
are mapped to appropriate low-level classes (or concepts) during runtime. The key
diﬀerence is that Olympus allows intelligent, policy-driven, context-sensitive type co-
ercion. The mapping from high-level classes to low-level classes is done while taking
into account the current state and context of the environment, the task being per-
formed, administrator policies and the users’ preferences. The other key diﬀerence is
that the class hierarchy is external to the programming language. The class hierar-
chy is speciﬁed in the ontologies, which are reusable and extensible, and written in a
standard format like OWL. Hence the same ontology class hierarchy can be used in
diﬀerent programming languages.
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Chapter 5
Why the Task Model? - Exploring
the Space of Automation
A key vision of ubiquitous computing is that these environments will eventually ”dis-
appear” into the surroundings and become invisible. In order to become invisible,
these environments need to perform tasks in a self-managing and autonomic man-
ner, requiring minimal user intervention. Hence, developers of ubiquitous computing
environments need to develop programs or tasks in these environments that are self-
managing and autonomic, and that can adapt to the current state and context of
the environments. The question, then, is, how self-managing or autonomic should
these environments be? In other words, what is the level of automation that must be
supported by these environments?
In order to frame the problem more concretely, let us go back to the deﬁnition of
a task. A task is a set of actions performed by the user or the environment in order
to achieve a goal. The level of automation supported by the environment depends
on how the set of actions (or the path of actions) that is needed to achieve a goal is
obtained. An action can be thought of in terms of an operator acting on one or more
operands.
At one end of the automation spectrum is a non-automated, static, imperative
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approach where the set of actions required to achieve a goal is completely and precisely
speciﬁed by a developer. In such an approach, the developer writes a program or a
script that contains the exact ﬂow of actions (consisting of concrete operands and
operators) required to achieve the goal. At the other end of the spectrum is a dynamic,
goal-driven approach, where the set of actions required to achieve a goal is discovered
dynamically by the environment. In such an approach, the developer or the end-user)
only speciﬁes the goal state to be reached and the environment uses planning or other
techniques to come up with a path of actions to get to the goal state.
The totally static approach is not well suited to the needs of dynamic ubiquitous
computing environments. The set of actions needed to perform a task or achieve a
goal may depend on the current context of the environment, the resources available,
the policies of the environment and user preferences. Besides, a static approach where
the operands and operators of all actions are hard-coded is not very portable across
diﬀerent environments.
We, thus, investigated the other end of the spectrum where planning was used
to help achieve a goal. Developers and end-users could provide abstract goals and
a planning framework used a general-purpose STRIPS planner to obtain a sequence
of actions to take our prototype smart room pervasive computing environment to
an appropriate goal state. Examples of goals in our prototype smart room were
displaying presentations and collaborating with local and remote users. Actions in
this framework were method invocations on various applications and services and were
speciﬁed in PDDL [40] ﬁles. While this approach worked well in limited scenarios,
we found that it did not scale well to larger environments mainly because of the
computational complexity of general-purpose planning. The time taken to discover
plans increased rapidly with the number of possible actions, as well as with the
number of possible values that the parameters of actions could take. For example,
introducing an additional device into the planning problem greatly increased the time
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needed to discover plans. This is not surprising since general-purpose planning is NP-
Complete. Besides, the parameters of some actions were often of inﬁnite range (like
strings or integers). PDDL, though, required all possible values that can appear
ass parameters to be enumerated. In general, PDDL was far less expressive than
IDL, and it took substantial eﬀort to perform abstractions that allowed methods of
services and applications to be expressed as PDDL actions. Another drawback was
that developers had to specify the pre-conditions and eﬀects of the methods of their
services and applications accurately in PDDL ﬁles, which was often diﬃcult to do.
Since a ubiquitous computing system consisted of a large number of interdependent
devices, services and applications, it was diﬃcult for developers to list all the pre-
conditions and eﬀects of methods in their own programs. Hence, a totally automated,
dynamic approach had serious limitations for applicability in ubiquitous computing
systems.
However, we found that most plans generated for a certain goal in our prototype
pervasive computing environment consisted of nearly the same set of actions, though
with diﬀerent parameters. In other words, diﬀerent plans used diﬀerent devices or
diﬀerent applications to perform the same kind of action. For example, the goal
of displaying a presentation produced plans with similar actions involving starting
an appropriate slideshow application, dimming the lights and stopping any other
applications that produced sound like music players. Diﬀerent plans just used diﬀerent
devices and applications for displaying the slideshow.
Hence, instead of trying to solve the more diﬃcult problem of discovering a plan
of actions to achieve a goal, we decided to use pre-speciﬁed, high-level, parameterized
plans and discover the best values of the parameters in these plans. This, in essence,
is the task model which lies in between the totally static and totally automated ends
of the spectrum. In his model, when an end-user describes a goal, our system loads
one of the pre-speciﬁed plans, discovers the best values of the parameters of this plan
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and then executes the plan in a reliable manner. These high-level, parameterized
plans are tasks. The parameters of the task inﬂuence they way the task is performed.
These parameters may be devices, services or applications to use while performing the
task or may be strategies or algorithms to use. The advantage of using pre-planned,
yet conﬁgurable, tasks over discovering plans at runtime is that it is computation-
ally easier and more scalable. It still, however, oﬀers far greater adaptability and
portability than non-automated, static programs.
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Chapter 6
The Task Execution Framework
6.1 Architecture
Fig 6.1 shows the overall architecture for programming and executing tasks. Develop-
ers program tasks with the help of the Olympus high-level programming model [16].
The task programs are sent to a Task Execution Service, which executes the tasks by
invoking the appropriate services and applications. The Task Execution Service may
interact with end-users to fetch parameter choices and provide feedback regarding the
execution of the task. It also fetches possible values of parameters from the Discovery
Service. The Ontology Service maintains ontologies deﬁning diﬀerent kinds of task
parameters. The Framework also handles automatic logging and learning. The Log-
ger logs parameter choices made by the user and the system. These logs are used as
training data by a SNoW[18] learner to learn user preferences for parameters, both
on an individual basis and across diﬀerent users. A SNoW classiﬁer is then used to
ﬁgure out user preferences at runtime. The features to be used in the learning process
are speciﬁed in the learning metadata XML ﬁle.
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Figure 6.1: Architecture of Task Execution Framework
6.2 Executing a Task
Executing a task involves the following steps:
1. The execution of a task is triggered by an end-user on the Task Control GUI or
by any other service in response to an event.
2. The Task Execution Service fetches the task program (coded in C++ or Lua).
It also reads the XML ﬁle specifying the diﬀerent task parameters.
3. The Task Execution Service executes the diﬀerent activities in the task. In the
case of world-altering activities, it invokes diﬀerent applications and services to
change their state. In the case of state-gathering activities, it queries the appro-
priate service to get the required state information. For parameter-obtaining
activities, it ﬁrst queries the Discovery Service for possible values of the para-
meters. Then, depending on the mode of obtaining the value of the parameter,
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it takes one of the following steps:
(a) If the mode of obtaining the parameter value is manual, it presents the
end-user with possible values and the end-user chooses one of them.
(b) If the mode of obtaining the parameter value is automatic, it chooses the
best value of the parameter that maximizes the utility function metric.
4. The Task Execution Service also monitors the execution of world-altering ac-
tivities. These activities may use parameter values that have been discovered
in a previous parameter-obtaining activity. If the world-altering activity fails
due to any reason, the Task Execution Service retries the same activity using
an alternative value of the parameter (if there is any).
6.3 Discovering Possible Parameter Values
There are various types of constraints that need to be satisﬁed while discovering
parameter values. These are:
1. Constraints on the value of the parameter speciﬁed by the developer in the task
parameter XML ﬁle.
2. Constraints speciﬁed in ontologies
3. Policies speciﬁed by an administrator for the current space
The Task Execution Framework uses a semantic discovery process to discover the
most appropriate resources that satisfy the above constraints. This semantic discovery
process is performed by the Discovery Service.
A key concept employed in the discovery process is the separation of class and
instance discovery. This means that in order to choose a suitable entity, the Discovery
Service ﬁrst discovers possible classes of entities that satisfy class-level constraints.
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Then, it discovers instances of these classes that satisfy instance-level constraints.
Separating class and instance discovery enables a more ﬂexible and powerful discovery
process since even entities of classes that are highly diﬀerent from the class speciﬁed
by the developer can be discovered and used.
For example, if the task parameter ﬁle has a parameter of class “Keyboard-Mouse
Input” and that is located in the Room 3105, the Discovery Service ﬁrst discovers
possible classes that can satisfy these constraints. From the device ontologies (Fig
3.5), it discovers that possible classes are Desktops and Laptops. It also discovers
that other classes of devices like plasma screens, tablet PCs and PDAs are similar to
the required class and can possibly be used in case there are no desktops and laptops
in the room. Next, the Discovery Service discovers instances of these classes in Room
3105 and returns these instances as possible values of the parameter.
Fig 6.2 shows an overview of the process of discovering possible values of task
parameters. The discovery process involves the following steps:
1. Discovering suitable classes of entities: The Discovery Service queries the On-
tology Service for classes of entities that are semantically similar to the class
speciﬁed by the developer. The semantic similarity of two entities is deﬁned
in terms of how close they are to each other in the ontology hierarchy. The
Ontology Service returns an ordered list of classes that are semantically similar
to the variable class.
2. Checking class-level constraints on the similar classes: The framework ﬁlters
the similar classes returned by the Ontology Service depending on whether they
satisfy class-level constraints speciﬁed in the task parameter XML ﬁle. These
class-level constraints may be speciﬁed in ontologies or by the developer. The
Jena Description Logic reasoner [22], which is part of the Ontology Service, is
used to check the satisfaction of these constraints.
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Figure 6.2: Discovery Process
3. Discovering entity instances in the current space: For each remaining class
of entity, the framework queries the Space Repository to get instances of the
classes that are running in the environment. The Space Repository is a database
containing information about all instances of devices, application components,
services and users in the environment.
4. Checking instance-level constraints: For each instance returned, the framework
checks to see if it satisﬁes instance-level constraints speciﬁed in the parameter
XML ﬁle These instances are also checked against context-sensitive policies
speciﬁed in the form of Prolog rules. The ﬁnal list of instances represents
possible values that the task parameter can take.
5. Choosing the best instances: If the best parameter value is to be chosen au-
tomatically, the framework ranks the possible instances according to a multi-
dimensional utility function and picks the best ones.
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The following subsections describe the steps involved in the discovery process in
further detail.
6.3.1 Semantic Matching of Classes
In order to allow the discovery of a larger set of classes that can satisfy the developer’s
requirements, we have developed the notion of semantic similarity of classes. This
notion is based on the principle that one entity or resource can be substituted by
another if they are semantically similar. For example, in the case of Application
Components, the semantics of an application component is based on the tasks it
allows the user to perform. So, an application component can be substituted by
another component if it allows the user to perform the same tasks in some manner.
For instance, if a developer speciﬁes, in his program, that he needs a PowerPoint
View to display slides, then the Olympus framework infers that PowerPoint View can
be replaced by an Acrobat Reader view or by a Speech Engine that reads the text in
the slides as speech. However, Acrobat Reader is semantically closer to PowerPoint
(since it also uses a visual medium and it can also display pictures), and the Speech
Engine is a less than perfect substitution. Hence, if it is not possible to display
PowerPoint in a certain room (because none of the displays run Windows), then it is
better to replace it with Acrobat Reader than with the Speech Engine. However, if
the room has no displays or projectors available or if there is a blind person in the
audience, then the Speech Engine can be used if there is a speaker in the room.
The process of ﬁnding semantically similar concepts makes use of the ontological
hierarchy. We implemented an adapted version of the algorithms presented in [34],[33].
In our algorithm, for any two concepts C1 and C2, C1 matches C2 with a certain
similarity-level based on the following cases:
• If C1 is equivalent to C2, then the similarity-level is 0
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• If C1 is a sub-concept of C2, then the similarity-level is 1
• If C1 is a super-concept of C2 or C1 is a sub-concept of a super-concept of C2
whose intersection with C2 is satisﬁable, then the similarity-level is i+2, where
i is the number of nodes in the path in the ontology hierarchy graph from C2
to the relevant super-concept of C2.
The ﬁrst set includes classes that are eﬀectively the same (but may be described
using diﬀerent terms). For example, the same component may be described as Pow-
erPointViewer in one space and as “PPT” in another space. The ontologies have
axioms declaring certain concepts to be equivalent. The second set of classes includes
those that are more speciﬁc than the query class - i.e. they satisfy all the properties
of the query class. The third set includes those classes that are ancestors or children
of ancestors of the query class. We just take the leaf nodes, since these are the most
concrete classes.
As an example, a query for Presentation components that are semantically similar
to PowerPointViewer (in Fig 3.3) gives the following classes:
• Similarity-level 0 : PowerPointViewer (since PowerPointViewer is trivially sim-
ilar to itself)
• Similarity-level 1: None (since PowerPointViewer has no subclasses)
• Similarity-level 2: AcrobatReader, GhostScript
• Similarity-level 3: WindowsMediaPlayer, Paint, InternetExplorer
• Similarity-level 4: WinAmp, GaiaSpeechEngine
We limit the search to “Presentation” and its subclasses, since we are interested in
Presentations only. We, thus, infer that AcrobatReader and GhostScript are closest,
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semantically, to PowerPointViewer. Hence, if we ﬁnd transcoders from the data-
formats understood by PowerPointViewer (i.e. ppt ﬁles) to the formats understood
by one of these two (i.e. pdf or ps ﬁles), we could potentially substitute Power-
PointViewer by AcrobatReader or GhostScript. The next closest are InternetEx-
plorer, Paint and WindowsMediaPlayer. So, if AcrobatReader and GhostScript are
unusable for some reason, we can look for transcoders from ppt to html, an image ﬁle
or a media ﬁle.
The inferring of semantically similar classes of entities that can satisfy developer
requirements allows a more ﬂexible and powerful discovery process. It allows the
execution of the task to adapt to the resources available in the space, even if they are
vastly diﬀerent from what the developer had in mind.
6.3.2 Checking Prolog Policies
The Prolog policies specify constraints on the classes and instances of entities allowed
for performing certain kinds of tasks. An example of a class-level constraint is that
no Audio Presentation application component should be used to notify a user in case
he is in a meeting. This rule is expressed as:
disallow(Presentation, notify, User) :-
subclass(Presentation,audioPresentation),
activity(User, meeting).
The policies also have access control rules that specify which users are allowed
to use a resource in a certain context. For example, the following rule states that a
certain application called hdplayer cannot be used by the user for displaying videos
if his security role is not that of a presenter.
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disallow(hdplayer, displayVideo, User):-
not(role(User, presenter)).
The Prolog reasoner, which is part of the Olympus Discovery Service, has a knowl-
edge base that has the current state and the context of the Active Space (such as
the machines in it and their characteristics and what components they are currently
hosting). The framework uses a predicate model of the Active Space, where the state
and context information are represented as predicates, which are asserted into the
Prolog knowledge base. This allows the Prolog reasoner to reason about the policies
based on the current state and context of the Active Space.
6.3.3 Optimizing Task Execution
Once the Task Execution Service gets possible parameter values from the Discovery
Service, it either asks the end-user for the best value on the Task Control GUI or it
automatically chooses the best value on its own depending on the mode speciﬁed in
the task parameter XML ﬁle. One of the challenges of ubiquitous computing is that it
is very diﬃcult to compare diﬀerent values since a variety of factors like performance,
usability and context come into play. Some of these factors are quantiﬁable, while
others are more subjective and diﬃcult to quantify. In order to get over this problem,
the Task Execution Framework employs a multi-dimensional utility function to choose
the best value for a task parameter. Diﬀerent dimensions represent diﬀerent ways of
comparing candidate entities. Some of the dimensions in our current utility function
are:
• Distance of the entity from the end-user (e.g. nearer devices may be preferred
to farther ones)
• Bandwidth (devices with higher bandwidth may be preferred)
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• Processing Speed (faster devices or services are preferred over slower ones)
• Policies speciﬁed by the developer or administrator. These policies are written
in Prolog and consist of rules that allow inferring the best values of the entities.
• Learned User Preferences. This involves querying a classiﬁer for the best value
of a parameter. The classiﬁer is trained on past user behavior.
Entities can have diﬀerent utilities in diﬀerent dimensions. A particular entity
may be better than others in one dimension, but may be worse in other dimensions.
It is often diﬃcult to compare entities across dimensions. Hence, in order to rank all
candidate entities for choosing the best one, one of the dimensions must be chosen as
the primary one. This primary dimension is the metric for the task parameter.
Depending on the kind of parameter, diﬀerent metrics may be appropriate for
getting the best value. In the case of devices or applications that require direct user
interaction, nearer candidate values may be preferred. In other cases, devices or ap-
plications may require high bandwidth (such as for tasks based on streaming video)
or high compute power (for computationally intensive tasks like graphics rendering
or image processing). Prolog policies can be consulted to get the best value of para-
meters that depend on the current state or context of the environment. Finally, users
may have their own preferences for certain kinds of entities- for example, some users
prefer using voice-based control of slides while others prefer navigating slides using a
handheld device. The actual metric used for comparing diﬀerent parameter values is
speciﬁed by the developer in the task parameter XML ﬁle. This makes it easy to try
diﬀerent metrics to see which one works for any particular task and situation.
Depending on the metric chosen, diﬀerent algorithms are used to evaluate the
utility function. If the metric speciﬁed is distance from the end-user, then the Task
Execution Service contacts the Location Service [32] to get the distances from the
end-user to the diﬀerent possible values of the parameter. The Location Service has
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access to a spatial database that stores the positions of diﬀerent static objects (like
devices and other physical objects). Besides, various location sensing and tracking
technologies like RF badges and biometric sensors are used to detect the location of
people and mobile objects. The Task Execution Service gets the distances of diﬀerent
candidate values from the end-user and chooses the closest one.
Performance based metrics like bandwidth and processing speed are evaluated
using characteristics of devices. These characteristics are speciﬁed in the ontological
descriptions of these entities.
The next possible metric is policies. These policies are written in Prolog by
an administrator or any other person with expert knowledge on the resources and
capabilities of a certain ubiquitous computing environment. The policies specify
which parameter values may be preferred depending on the state of diﬀerent entities,
the context and state of the environment, the task being performed, the semantic
similarity of the class of the value to the developer-speciﬁed class and the end-user
performing the task. Policy rules in Prolog assign numerical values to the utility of
diﬀerent entities in diﬀerent contexts. In case it is diﬃcult to assign numbers, they,
instead, specify inequalities between the utilities of diﬀerent entities. An example of a
policy is that high-resolution plasma screens are preferred to tablet PCs for displaying
slides in a presentation task:
utilityOrder([Device1, Device2], presentation, device, presentationTask, anand) :-
hasClass(Device1, plasmascreen),
hasClass(Device2, laptop).
The Discovery Service has access to the Prolog policy ﬁles and uses an XSB Prolog
reasoner [23] to infer the best parameter value. The Task Execution Service contacts
the Discovery Service to get the best value.
User preferences are learned over a period of time by logging user interactions with
the system and training a classiﬁer like SNoW over these logs. SNoW (Sparse Network
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of Winnows) classiﬁer is a general-purpose multi-class classiﬁer that is speciﬁcally
tailored for learning in the presence of a large number of features. SNoW learns
a target class label as a linear function over the feature space. In our framework,
the feature space includes information about the end-user, the task being performed,
the state of the environment (such as the devices, applications and services running
and their states) and the context of the environment (including other people present,
the activity taking place, the locations of the end-user and other people, etc.). The
targets that have to be learned are the values of various task parameters.
The utility function is ﬂexible - new dimensions representing other ways of com-
paring diﬀerent task parameter values can be added at any time. The automatically
chosen best value is suggested to the end-user in the Task Control GUI. The end-user
can still modify the chosen value. This allows the end-user to take control of the task
execution, in case the framework did not choose an appropriate parameter value
While this utility function is fairly powerful, it does not work as well when the
best value depends on a combination of dimensions. For example, the best device
to display a presentation may depend both on its distance from the presenter and
the size or resolution of the display. We are experimenting with diﬀerent ways of
enhancing the utility function by combining diﬀerent dimensions.
6.4 Self-Repair
An important characteristic of any autonomic system is self-repair. Actions performed
by the Task Execution Service may fail due to a variety of reasons - hardware errors,
network faults, software bugs, etc. The Task Execution Service has mechanisms for
detecting the failure of actions and recovering from them. Actions performed by the
Task Execution Service are in the form of invocations on services or other entities.
A failure of an action is detected if the entity on which the method is invoked is not
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reachable or does not respond, or from the return value of the invocation (a return
value less than 0 indicates failure). A failure can also be inferred by querying another
service. For example, if the action is to start a new component on some machine, the
Task Execution Service checks to see if the component really started by querying the
Space Repository.
Our approach to self-repair is based on the premise that ubiquitous computing
environments are device and application-rich. Hence, even if one or more devices or
applications fail, there are, normally, alternative devices or applications that can be
used perform the same task. Once the Task Execution Service detects the failure of
an action, it tries to ﬁnd alternative values of the parameters involved in that action
and retries the action with these diﬀerent parameters. If the mode of ﬁnding the
parameter value is manual, it informs the user of the failure of the action and asks
him to pick an alternative parameter value from the list of possible values. If the
mode is automatic, the framework itself picks the next best value according to the
utility function metric speciﬁed.
For example, the end-user or the Task Execution Service may pick a certain plasma
screen to display a presentation. However, the machine that controls the plasma
screen may fail in the meantime, and hence the Task Execution Service cannot start
the presentation on it. The Task Execution Service detects this failure and it either
prompts the user to pick an alternative device to display the presentation, or it chooses
on itself. This alternative device may be another plasma screen, a desktop, a laptop
or even a handheld device like a PDA. Our middleware takes care of automatically
transcoding the data to an appropriate format that can be displayed by the device.
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6.5 The Learning Framework
Machine learning is a common way of developing adaptive systems. Since it is diﬃcult
to predict user preferences and behavior, it is not easy to write rules that specify the
best values of parameters. Machine learning overcomes this process by deducing
the best values of parameters based on past user behavior. The Task Execution
Framework includes a learning system that learns user preferences and allows it to
customize the execution of the task for diﬀerent users.
The Learning system includes a SNoW classiﬁer [18] and a Logger. SNoW (Sparse
Network of Winnows) is a general-purpose multi-class classiﬁer that is speciﬁcally
tailored for learning in the presence of a large number of features. SNoW learns a
target class label as a linear function over the feature space. In our framework, the
feature space includes information about the end-user, the task being performed, the
state of the Active Space (such as the devices, applications and services running in the
Space and their states) and the context of the Space (including other people present
in the Space, the activity taking place in the Space, the locations of the end-user and
other people, etc.). The targets that have to be learned are the values of various task
parameters. When SNoW is presented a new test example to evaluate, it returns the
activations of diﬀerent parameter values. These activations represent how much the
end-user may prefer the value of the parameter in the current context and state of the
Active Space. In order to get the best parameter value, the Task Execution Service
picks the parameter value with the highest activation.
Whenever the end-user uses the Task Control GUI to perform tasks and select
task parameters, the values of the task parameters as well as the current state and
context of the environment are logged. The values of the task parameters may have
been entered by the end-user or may have been suggested by the framework. If the
value was suggested by the framework, the user had the option of keeping the value
or selecting an alternative value. In either case, the ﬁnal value selected is logged
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into a training ﬁle. The logged values are periodically used as training examples for
the SNoW classiﬁer. SNoW learns a weight vector representation of all the target
concepts and writes this resultant network into a network ﬁle. This network ﬁle is
then used later for making predictions on new test examples.
In order to conﬁgure SNoW easily for learning parameter values for diﬀerent tasks,
the Learning system in our framework stores metadata for the learning process in an
XML ﬁle. The learning-metadata XML ﬁle includes information about the diﬀerent
parameters for the task and the features that are considered to be relevant. The
Logger automatically logs the parameter value choices made by end-users on the Task
Control GUI along with the features listed in the XML ﬁle. The set of parameter
values and features can be easily changed for diﬀerent tasks by modifying the XML
ﬁle.
The learning metadata XML ﬁle has two types of information. First it deﬁnes
the features that are to be logged during the learning process (Appendix C). Then it
deﬁnes the possible values of diﬀerent features and the labels associated with these
values (Appendix D).
Appendix C shows the diﬀerent features that are to be logged and used during
learning as speciﬁed in the learning metadata XML ﬁle. For each feature, the ﬁle gives
a name (e.g. “Coordinator Device” and gives the type of feature it is (e.g. “Device”).
Depending on the value of the feature, the Logger writes a number into the training
ﬁle. This number lies in the range from the “start number” of the current feature to
the “start number” of the next feature. For example, the start number of the feature,
Coordinator Device, is 1 and the start number of the next feature, Model Device, is
41. So, labels in the range 1-40 represent diﬀerent values of the feature “Coordinator
Device”. In the case of this feature, only one value can be active; so, only one of the
labels from 1-40 can be present in the training log ﬁle. In the case of other features
like Applications Running or Devices Running, multiple values may be active; hence,
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many labels may be active in their corresponding ranges.
The possible values of the feature and the labels associated with the diﬀerent
values are speciﬁed in Appendix D. For example, Appendix D speciﬁes diﬀerent
possible instance of the type “Device” (e.g. srg-a21p-3-laptop, cs-pc2401-1, etc.) and
also speciﬁes the IDs of these devices (0,1,. . . ) . So, if the value of the feature named
“Coordinator Device” is “cs-pc2401-1”, then the active label is got by adding the
start number of the feature (1, in this case) with the ID of the device value (1, in this
case). Hence, the label 2 is active in this example.
Similarly, the Logger obtains the values of the diﬀerent features speciﬁed in Ap-
pendix C and derives the labels corresponding to these values using the ID of the
value and the start number of the feature. It then writes the example onto the train-
ing ﬁle. Appendix E shows an example of such a training ﬁle. Each line of the ﬁle
corresponds to a diﬀerent training example and a diﬀerent use of the Task Control
GUI to perform a task. This training ﬁle is used by the SNoW classiﬁer to obtain a
network ﬁle, which is used to make predictions.
During the testing phase, the Task Execution Framework uses the SNoW classiﬁer
to rank diﬀerent possible values of a task parameter. Each test example is again con-
structed by obtaining the current state and context of the environment and deriving
the active labels of diﬀerent features using the speciﬁcation in the learning metadata
XML ﬁle (Appendix C and Appendix D). All the target features are then predicted.
For example, to predict an appropriate value of the Coordinator Device, the Task
Execution Service obtains the activations of diﬀerent possible values (corresponding
to labels 1-4, which represent the diﬀerent devices) and picks the one with the highest
activation.
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Chapter 7
Implementation Details and
Evaluation
We have implemented the Task Development and Execution Framework on top of our
middleware for ubiquitous computing. The various services in the framework such
as the Task Execution Service, the Discovery Service and the Ontology Service are
implemented as CORBA services. The ontologies were developed using Prote´ge´ [15].
A Prote´ge´ plugin also oﬀers web-based browsing of ontologies. This allows developers
to look up various concepts and properties while developing their programs. We
have used the framework to develop and execute diﬀerent kinds of tasks in diﬀerent
prototype environments in our building. Sample tasks include displaying slideshows,
playing music, notifying and communicating with users, and collaboratively working
with others on a document, a spreadsheet or a drawing.
The Task Execution Framework uses a number of other components of Gaia to
perform various operations. It uses our location middleware, called MiddleWhere [32]
to help discover the locations of diﬀerent static and moving entities and to evaluate
diﬀerent kinds of spatial or location-based relationships between the entities (like
those based on RCC [49], distance, proximity, etc.). It uses the Context Middleware
[36] for acquiring and reasoning about the current context of the Active Space. The
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ontologies and the Ontology Server are part of the Ontology Infrastructure [48] of
Gaia.
7.1 Evaluating the expressiveness of the Frame-
work
The main usefulness of any programming framework comes from the variety of behav-
iors one can program using the features provided by the framework. A programming
framework that allows developers to express a large variety of desired behaviors eas-
ily is more useful than one that only allows programming a limited set of behaviors.
Developing a task involves two main programming stages : programming activities
using the Olympus Programming model and composing a number of activities into
a task. Hence, we evaluate the expressiveness of the task framework in terms of the
expressiveness of the Olympus Programming Model and the Task Model.
7.1.1 Evaluating the expressiveness of the Olympus Program-
ming Model
The Olympus Programming Model essentially provides high-level operators and operands
for use in a C++ program. Since C++ is used as the base language, the power and
expressiveness of Olympus is equivalent to that of C++, which means that Olympus
programs can make use of C++ data types, class structures and other programming
features like loops and recursion. In addition, Olympus provides high-level operators
and operands that abstract away low-level implementation details from the devel-
oper. Section 4.3 describes the expressiveness of the Olympus Programming Model
in terms of the space of high-level operators and operands it provides. It, essentially,
discusses the expressiveness of Olympus in terms of the set of operands provided, and
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the lifecycle, state space and relationship-space of the operands.
In this section, we describe some of the operands and operators provided by Olym-
pus in greater detail. This would help provide further insight into some of the behav-
iors of an Active Space that can be programmed using Olympus. Table 7.1 lists the
set of basic operands currently provided by Olympus. All these basic types are asso-
ciated with hierarchies speciﬁed in ontologies (e.g. in ﬁgures 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5). Table
7.2 lists some of the operators that help query or manage the life-cycle of various
operands. Table 7.3 lists some of the operators that help query or manage the state-
space of various operands. Tables 7.4 and 7.5 list some operators that help query
or manage the relationship-space between two operands (i.e. they allow querying or
changing the relationship between the target operand and the argument operand of
the operator). Table 7.6 lists some operators that generate events when some con-
dition on the relationship-space between two operands is satisﬁed. These operands
and operators are not exhaustive, but help in programming various useful behaviors
in our prototype Active Spaces.
7.1.2 Evaluating the expressiveness of the Task Model
The Task Model allows composing a number of activities in order to create a task.
The composition can be expressed either in C++ or in Lua. Each activity is a C++
function. Tasks written in C++ are dynamically linked to a library (a dll in Windows)
that contains the implementations of the activities in the task. Lua scripts can call
C++ functions as well (through the toLua tool [44]). Hence, tasks in Lua can also be
linked to the same C++ library containing the implementations of diﬀerent activities.
Since C++ or Lua is used to express the composition, all the features of C++ or
Lua can be used in the composition. Thus, activities can be combined into sequences,
decision structures (like if-then-else statements), loops (like for, while and repeat
structures) and recursion structures. Activities can also be executed concurrently
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Basic Operand Type Description
ApplicationComponent Includes the basic components that make up an Active
Space application, viz. model, controller, presentation,
coordinator and adaptor
Application Represents an Active Space application as a single en-
tity (which in turn comprises various application com-
ponents)
Service Includes various services such as the Naming Service,
Space Repository, Olympus Discovery Service and other
services useful in the functioning of the Active Space
Device Includes all kinds of input, output, computational and
communication devices
PhysicalObject Includes all physical objects such as chairs, tables,
books, etc.
Location Includes regions, both indoor and outdoor, and is asso-
ciated with either coordinate or symbolic information
Person Includes people of diﬀerent roles
ActiveSpace Includes individual Active Spaces (consisting of all the
devices, services, applications, users and physical ob-
jects within it and associated with a location) as well as
hierarchical Super Spaces [45]
Table 7.1: Basic Operands supported by Olympus
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Operator Target Entity Type
(Operand)
Behavior
stop Service/ Application /Applica-
tionComponent
Stop target
saveState Application / ApplicationCom-
ponent
Save state of target
suspend Application / ApplicationCom-
ponent
Suspend target
resume Application / ApplicationCom-
ponent
Resume target
on Device Turn device on
oﬀ Device Turn device oﬀ
start Active Space Start default applications
and services in Active Space
stop Active Space Stop applications and ser-
vices in an Active Space
Table 7.2: Some lifecycle operators supported by Olympus
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Operator Target Entity Type
(Operand)
Behavior
name Service/Application/ Ap-
plicationComponent/ De-
vice/PhysicalObject/Active
Space
Get Entity name
queryForTask
Parameters
Person Ask the person to choose a
value of one or more task
parameters using an appro-
priate user interface
notify Person Send a message to person
using an appropriate mech-
anism
changeFile Application/ Model Change the ﬁle being dis-
played or used by the entity
- e.g. change the slideshow
ﬁle of a slideshow applica-
tion
next SlideShowModel Advance a slideshow to the
next slide
previous SlideShowModel Go back to the previous
slide in a slideshow
Table 7.3: Some state-space operators supported by Olympus
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Operator Target Entity Type
(Operand)
Argument
(Operand)
Behavior
start Service/Application
/ApplicationCompo-
nent
Device/ Ac-
tiveSpace
Starts component on
appropriate device(s)
or in space
resume Service/Application
/ApplicationCompo-
nent
Device/ Ac-
tiveSpace
Resumes suspended
component on appro-
priate device(s) or in
space
locatedIn Service/Application
/Application-
Component /De-
vice/Person /Phys-
icalObject/Location
/ActiveSpace
Location/ Ac-
tiveSpace
Determine contain-
ment of target entity
in argument entity, or
check if target entity
is running in or exists
in argument location
or Active Space
runsOn Service/Application
/ApplicationCompo-
nent
Device Determine if compo-
nent is running on ar-
gument device
migrate Service/Application
/ApplicationCompo-
nent
Device/ Ac-
tiveSpace
Migrate target entity
to argument entity
deployIn Service/Application
/ApplicationCompo-
nent
ActiveSpace Deploy target in a
space
Table 7.4: Some relationship-space operators supported by Olympus that operate
on the relationship between a target entity operand and the argument operand
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Operator Target Entity Type
(Operand)
Argument
(Operand)
Behavior
distance Device/Person /Phys-
icalObject/Location/
ActiveSpace
Device/Person/
PhysicalOb-
ject/ Location/
ActiveSpace
Return distance be-
tween target and argu-
ment
dependsOn Application/ Applica-
tionComponent
Service Check if target de-
pends on argument
belongsTo Application/Service/
Device/ PhysicalOb-
ject
Person Check if target is
owned by argument
administers Person ActiveSpace/
Service
Check if person ad-
ministers argument
owns Person Device Check if person owns
device
uses Person Device/ Appli-
cation/ Applica-
tionComponent
Check if person uses
argument
Table 7.5: Some more relationship-space operators supported by Olympus
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Operator Target Entity Type
(Operand)
Argument
(Operand)
Behavior
enter Person/ Device Location/ Ac-
tiveSpace
Generate an event
when Person or De-
vice enters argument
exit Person/ Device Location/ Ac-
tiveSpace
Generate an event
when Person or
Device exits argument
started Service/Application
/ApplicationCompo-
nent
ActiveSpace Generate an event
when target entity
is started in Active
Space
stopped Service/Application
/ApplicationCompo-
nent
ActiveSpace Generate an event
when target entity
is stopped in Active
Space
Table 7.6: Some event operators supported by Olympus
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(e.g. by creating threads).
7.2 Performance
In terms of performance, the overhead imposed by the task execution framework is
on average 27% over a static script for the sample tasks that we have developed
(displaying a slideshow, playing music, sending a message to a user and starting a
collaborative document editing application). This overhead was the time taken to
perform the semantic discovery. This included the time taken to access and reason
about the ontologies, discover appropriate resources in the Space, check policies and
rank the diﬀerent candidate values of task parameters.
Table 7.7 shows a comparison of the average time taken by the framework for
performing a slideshow task and a music task, and the average time it took for static
scripts to perform these tasks. The slideshow task (described in Section 3.1) was
evaluated in two diﬀerent conﬁgurations - when there was no slideshow application
running in the Active Space, and when there was a slideshow application running
in the Space. The music task too (described in Section 3.7.2) was evaluated in two
diﬀerent conﬁgurations - when there was no music playing application running in the
Active Space, and when there was already a music playing application running in the
Space.
In these tests, the tasks were conﬁgured so that the framework automatically
found the values of all parameters. This was done in order to avoid user interaction
delays. The static scripts were written in Lua and had a similar structure to the task
programs, except that all the values of the task parameters were hardcoded. Thus,
the static Lua script did not perform any kind of discovery. Before, the deployment
of our task execution framework, most scripts in our Active Spaces were in the form
of these static Lua scripts with hard-coded values for the diﬀerent components and
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Task Static Lua Script Time Framework Time
Slideshow Task 5.448 sec 6.810 sec
Slideshow Task (with
slideshow already run-
ning)
2.005 sec 3.876 sec
Music Task 6.509 sec 8.332 sec
Music Task (with mu-
sic player already run-
ning)
3.989 sec 6.309 sec
Table 7.7: Comparison of times taken for tasks in diﬀerent conﬁgurations
devices to use.
The tests were performed in our prototype Smart Room containing 4 plasma
screens, a tablet PC and a desktop. Each test was performed 3 times and the average
time was taken. All machines ran Windows 2000 and had 1.5 GHz CPUs with 1 GB
RAM. The framework time measured was the time taken to execute the whole task
program. The static Lua script time was the time taken to execute the whole Lua
script.
For both the slideshow and the music task, the tests were done with and without
a slideshow and a music application running in the room. If there is already an appli-
cation running in the room, then the time measured is the time taken to reconﬁgure
the application according to the requirements of the task. If there is not existing
application in the room, then the time measured also includes the time to start the
application in an appropriate manner.
The task model is very scalable in the sense that tasks can be arbitrarily long.
Since each activity is resolved and optimized locally, and there is no global, task-
level consistency-checking or optimization, it is possible to compose a large number
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of activities in a task, without seriously impacting performance.
7.3 Time Complexity
The overhead imposed by the tasks execution framework is due to the extra time
required to discover appropriate values of diﬀerent task parameters. Hence, we shall
now evaluate the complexity of the discovery process. The ﬁrst step in the discov-
ery process is discovering semantically similar classes of entities from the ontology
hierarchy. We normally limit the discovery to classes that are of semantic similarity
4 or less. So, we discover all the leaf classes that are descendants of the 4’th-level
ancestors of the given class. The average time to discover all these classes is O(n/i),
where n is the number of concepts in the ontology hierarchy and i is the length of
the path from the root of the hierarchy to the 4’th level ancestor. In the worst case,
that becomes O(n) if the developer speciﬁes a concept that is close to the root of the
ontology tree.
The next step is checking class level constraints. The time taken to check the
constraints is O(#semantically similar leaf classes) × O(#class-constraints). The
number of semantically similar leaf class is O((n+1)/2) or O(n), where n is the number
of concepts deﬁned in the ontology.
The next step is querying the Space Repository or a Prolog Knowledge Base and
other repositories to get instances of the similar classes that satisfy instance level con-
straints. The number of queries sent to the Space Repository or Prolog Knowledge
Base is O(n) in the worst case, where n is the number of classes from the previous
step, which is of the same order as the number of concepts in the ontology. The Space
Repository and the Prolog Knowledge Base have the current state of the environment
cached locally, so they can get all the instances in constant time. The number of in-
stances is O(n) × O(#instances per class). They, then, take O(#instance-constraints)
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to check all the instance constraints for each instance.
The ﬁnal step in the discovery process is ranking the diﬀerent instances to choose
the best ones. Assuming that it takes constant time to get the utility of an instance,
this step takes time proportional to O(#instances).
So, the net complexity of the whole process is
O(n) + O(n)×O(#class-constraints) + O(instances)×O(#instance-constraints)
+ O(#instances)
or,
O(n) + O(n)×O(#class-constraints)
+ O(n)×O(#instances per class)×O(#instance-constraints)
+ O(n)×O(#instances per class)
or,
O(n) × [ O(#class-constraints)
+ O(#instances per class)×O(#instance-constraints) ]
where n is the number of concepts in the ontology hierarchy.
7.4 Evaluating task performance by an end-user
Tables 7.8 and 7.9 lists the average times for performing various tasks by an end-
user in diﬀerent scenarios. These times include the user interaction times - i.e. the
time it takes for the end-user to interact with the Task Control GUI ﬁlling in various
parameter values. These times again are the average of 3 separate iterations. In all
the tasks, the user had to interact with the task Control GUI on a plasma touch
screen using an on-screen keyboard.
The tasks that were performed by the end-user included a slideshow task (de-
scribed in Section 3.1), a music playing task (described in Section 3.7.2) and a no-
tiﬁcation task (described in Section 3.7.4). The various tasks were performed under
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diﬀerent conﬁgurations of the Active Space and under diﬀerent conﬁgurations of the
task itself. For example, in some cases the user had to specify a number of parameters
for the task, while in other cases, he only had to specify one parameter value. Also,
in some cases, faults were injected into the system by forcefully killing a device or an
application. In some cases, certain applications (like a music player or a ticker tape)
were already running in the Active Space, while in other cases, these applications had
to be started by the framework in an appropriate manner.
The End-User Time measured was the time taken to execute the whole task,
starting from the moment when the end-user chose the task he wanted to perform on
the Task Control GUI till the time when the task was completely performed. This
time included a number of stages such as various user-interaction stages (where the
end-user was queried for the best values of some task parameters), some semantic
discovery stages (where the task execution framework discovered the possible and the
best values of task parameters), some state-gathering activities (where the current
state of the Active Space was obtained) and some world-altering activities (where the
Active Space was changed in some way - by starting a new application, modifying or
controlling existing applications, etc.). In all cases, the end-user performing the task
was an experienced end-user, who was familiar with the layout of the room and the
applications and interfaces available.
7.5 Other Experiences with the System
We also present some of our initial experiences while using the system. The frame-
work was used to develop activities and tasks for diﬀerent prototype environments.
We found that the framework greatly aided rapid prototyping. Since tasks are pro-
grammed at a high-level with the help of reusable, parameterized activities, devel-
opers could easily develop new kinds of tasks. They were also able to experiment
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Task End-User Time
Slideshow Task (where user only has to input
name of ﬁle)
16.549 sec
Slideshow Task (where user speciﬁes all ap-
plication parameters - devices and classes of
all components, name of ﬁle)
31.348 sec
Slideshow Task (where user speciﬁes all ap-
plication parameters and there is an error re-
covery due to a failed presentation device)
38.871 sec
Slideshow Task (where user speciﬁes all ap-
plication parameters and there is an existing
presentation and the user decides whether to
reconﬁgure it or not )
53.348 sec
Music Task (where user only has to input
name of ﬁle)
19.418 sec
Music Task (where user only has to input
name of ﬁle and there is already a music
player running)
16.113 sec
Table 7.8: Time taken by user to perform various slideshow and music tasks
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Task End-User Time
Speech Notiﬁcation Task (where system has
to start Gaia Speech Engine in an appropri-
ate manner)
21.321 sec
Speech Notiﬁcation Task (where Gaia Speech
Engine is already running)
10.85 sec
TickerTape Notiﬁcation Task (where system
has to start Ticker Tape application in an
appropriate manner)
29.023 sec
TickerTape Notiﬁcation Task (where Ticker
Tape application is already running)
11.251 sec
Table 7.9: Time taken by user to perform various notiﬁcation tasks
with diﬀerent conﬁgurations of the task and see which worked well by changing the
properties of parameters or the mode of obtaining the best values of parameters in
the task parameter XML ﬁle. The framework also speeded up development time since
the discovery of appropriate entities and common operations were abstracted away
from the developer.
Tasks developed using this framework were also more portable since they did not
rely on speciﬁc resources available in or conﬁgurations of the environment. Hence,
we were able to deploy these tasks rapidly in diﬀerent prototype environments in our
Computer Science building.
One shortcoming of the current deployment of the framework is that most Active
Spaces in our Computer Science building are primarily used to give demos. People
do not use the infrastructure available in their daily activities often enough. Reasons
for this include reliability, usability and the markedly diﬀerent ways of doing things
in multi-device pervasive computing environments as opposed to the single computer
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environments that people are more used to. As a result, the usage characteristics of
these environments are often skewed to demo scenarios. This, for example, manifests
itself in the logs that are used for learning patterns of user behavior. These logs,
often, end up reﬂecting choices made in demo situations rather that user preferences.
Hence, it is diﬃcult to evaluate the eﬃcacy and usefulness of the learning framework,
although, intuitively, the framework should be able to learn user preferences.
Another limitation of the current system is policy management. We currently have
no ways of detecting or resolving conﬂicts between diﬀerent policies. Also since the
policies are written in the form of Prolog rules, there is no “compile-time” checking
of the Prolog rules and it is very diﬃcult to test if the rules actually work without
testing them in a real setting. It is also rather diﬃcult to see how diﬀerent policies
may interact with one another to produce new eﬀects. Another problem is that
since there is no “compile-time” checking of the Prolog rules, it is very easy to make
syntactic errors in the rules that are often only detected at runtime or that may lead
to unexpected eﬀects.
Hence, a policy or rule simulator that would allow seeing the behavior of diﬀerent
policies in a certain kind of environment would be very helpful. We are looking at
other interfaces for specifying policies as well. A policy checker that can at least detect
syntax errors as well as some kinds of logical or semantic errors would be useful. For
example, a policy checker can possibly detect if there are two rules that have the same
conditions and that lead to conﬂicting actions to be performed or conﬂicting facts to
be inferred (such as two access control rules that denied and gave access to a certain
resource in the same conditions).
In terms of usability, we found that the Task Control GUI allowed end-users to
perform common tasks in our smart room. A number of visitors and non-expert users
were able to use the Task Control GUI for performing tasks in the environment. This
was in contrast to before, when these users needed in-depth instruction on using the
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environment. In particular, the framework helped reduce the prior knowledge about
the environment required by end-users to perform tasks. The framework also reduced
the number of actions required to be performed by users for conﬁguring the space,
especially in the case of failures.
Since tasks are broadly speciﬁed as well-structured ﬂowcharts, they are especially
useful when there is a well deﬁned sequence of actions that the user and the system
can take to achieve his goals. This model, however, does not allow spontaneous or
ad-hoc interactions, where the end-user does not have a clearly deﬁned goal and wants
to experiment or try diﬀerent things.
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Chapter 8
Development Complexity Analysis
A key purpose of the framework is to reduce the complexity of ubiquitous computing
systems. However, there are no commonly used metrics for measuring the complex-
ity of ubiquitous computing systems, or for any large-scale distributed systems, for
that matter. Hence, in order to measure how well our system does in reducing sys-
tem complexity, we deﬁne various aspects of system complexity and propose ways
of measuring them. These measures are based on widely used software engineering
metrics. We then show how our framework has reduced the complexity of developing
applications based on these measures.
8.1 Measuring Development Complexity
The size and complexity of distributed computing systems have been increasing in-
exorably in the recent past. Large-scale distributed systems such as internet sys-
tems, ubiquitous computing environments, grid systems, storage systems, enterprise
systems and sensor networks often contain immense numbers of heterogeneous and
mobile nodes. These systems are highly dynamic and fault-prone as well. As a result,
developers ﬁnd it diﬃcult to program new applications and services for these systems;
administrators ﬁnd it diﬃcult to manage and conﬁgure these complex, device-rich
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systems; and end-users ﬁnd it diﬃcult to use these systems to perform tasks.
System complexity has been widely identiﬁed to be an important problem [14],[39].
However, the term ”complexity” is often used loosely. There are no standard deﬁn-
itions of complexity or ways of measuring the complexity of large systems. As with
so many complex things, complexity means diﬀerent things to diﬀerent people.
The systems research community has been actively looking at diﬀerent approaches
to reduce the complexity of systems. These approaches often take the form of mid-
dleware or programming frameworks to simplify the task of developers; various sys-
tem management tools for administrators; and intuitive user interfaces for end-users.
However, today, there is no way of formally, and quantitatively, saying that a certain
solution does reduce complexity, or that one solution is better than another. We
hope that our proposed aspects and metrics of complexity will allow people to com-
pare solutions in a more scientiﬁc way, as well as guide future solutions to tackling
the problem of complexity.
In general, system complexity can be described as a measure of how understand-
able a system is or how diﬃcult it is to perform tasks in a system. A system with
high complexity requires great mental or cognitive eﬀort to comprehend, while a sys-
tem with low complexity is easily understood. In this thesis, we identify ﬁve aspects
of distributed system complexity: Task-Structure Complexity, Unpredictability, Size
Complexity, Chaotic Complexity and Algorithmic Complexity (Fig 8.1). We describe
the causes of these diﬀerent aspects and propose ways of measuring them. We also
show how these aspects of complexity impact diﬀerent classes of people - developers,
administrators and end-users.
8.1.1 Task-Structure Complexity
Task-Structure Complexity measures how diﬃcult it is to understand how to perform
a task in a distributed system. This complexity aspect takes a graph or ﬂowchart
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Figure 8.1: Diﬀerent Aspects of System Complexity
representation of a task and gives a measure of how complex the structure of this
graph is. For developers, the task graph represents the structure of the program.
For administrators and end-users, the task graph represents the structure of the set
of actions that they need to perform to achieve a goal. In order to measure task-
structure complexity, we extend a metric from software engineering called cyclomatic
complexity[8]. Cyclomatic complexity measures the number of linearly independent
paths through the task graph; i.e. it gives the number of possible ways of executing
the task. The formula for cyclomatic complexity (CC) is: CC = E - N + p
where E = the number of edges of the task graph
N = the number of nodes of the task graph
p = the number of connected components
The term ’p’ is normally equal to 1 for a single process. ’p’ may be more than 1
if several concurrent processes need to be undertaken to perform a task.
The other assumption in this formula is that there is only a single end goal state.
So, if there are branches in the task graph, all branches ﬁnally merge into a single
end goal state.
The cyclomatic complexity gives a measure of the number of decision points in
the program. Decision points are those from where the task execution can proceed
in diﬀerent directions. Common decision points in distributed systems arise from
choosing between multiple ways of performing the task and recovering from failures.
A task with a number of decision points (such as one with a number of branches and
loops) has a larger cyclomatic complexity than a task that follows a linear sequence
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Figure 8.2: Task graphs with diﬀerent task-structure or cyclomatic complexities
of steps. For example, in Fig 8.2, the task graph at the left has a lower cyclomatic
complexity than the one at the right. The task graph at the left has a cyclomatic
complexity of CC = 9 - 9 + 1 = 1. The task graph at the right has a cyclomatic
complexity of CC = 25 - 20 + 1 = 6
For developers, if the program they are writing has a high cyclomatic complexity,
it requires greater eﬀort for developing, testing and maintaining it. For each decision
point, developers have to be aware of the various choices available and describe how
the program should proceed for each choice. Cyclomatic complexity is also related to
the number of test cases that have to be written for testing a program.
For administrators and end-users, a task with high structural or cyclomatic com-
plexity requires more cognitive eﬀort to understand and perform. Administrators
and end-users may not be aware of the diﬀerent choices available at decision points
or what is the best choice for the current state of the distributed system and task at
hand.
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8.1.2 Unpredictability
Unpredictability gives a measure of how diﬃcult it is to predict the eﬀects of an
action in a distributed system. An important element that aﬀects predictability is
the amount of randomness or entropy in the system. The higher the entropy of the
system, the more diﬃcult it is to predict the state the system is in after performing
an action. The entropy of a system is measured using the probability distribution of
the possible states of the system. If on performing an action, the system is in one of
k diﬀerent states with probabilities p1, p2, ...pk, then the entropy of the system, H,
is:
H =
k∑
i=1
pilog2
(
1
pi
)
The term log2
(
1
pi
)
is often called the surprisal factor. Surprisal is the degree to
which one is surprised to see a result. If the probability of an event is 1, there is
zero surprise at seeing the result. As the probability gets smaller and smaller, the
surprisal goes up. Hence, if the system may only be in a small number of states,
each with relatively high probability, then the entropy is low and one is unlikely to
be surprised very often. But if the system can be in a large number of rare states,
then the entropy or unpredictability is high.
Unpredictability in distributed systems often results from dynamism, failures and
race conditions. If an action performed by a service or application is unpredictable,
then it becomes diﬃcult to test and maintain it for developers. Automation may also
create problems of unpredictability for end-users.
There are two ways in which unpredictability of a system can be reduced. One is
by reducing the number of states that the system can be in. The other is by increasing
the probability of a few ”desired” states and reducing the probability of other states.
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8.1.3 Size Complexity
Another measure of system complexity is the size of the distributed system. Tradi-
tionally, the size of a distributed system is measured by the number of nodes, devices,
services, applications or other components. In addition, a distributed system may
have high cognitive complexity if users need to be aware of a large number of con-
cepts in order to use the system. A concept is any logical item of knowledge deﬁned
or used by the system. A concept includes abstract notions like ﬁle-types, security
policies, context information, device characteristics and QoS parameters. A large
number of concepts contributes to greater diﬃculty in understanding the system as a
whole. Hence, the size of the body of knowledge required to develop applications for
the system, manage the system or use the system to perform tasks is an important
measure of complexity.
8.1.4 Chaotic Complexity
Chaotic Complexity refers to the property of systems by which small variations in a
certain part of the system can have large eﬀects on overall system behavior. Chaotic
complexity makes it diﬃcult to understand systems. It often results from a lack of
modular design and from a number of inter-dependencies between diﬀerent parts of
the distributed system.
As an example, policies are often a source of chaos in a system. Policies, such as
access control policies, often have the power to aﬀect diﬀerent parts of the system,
especially because many distributed systems do not have ways of checking the con-
sistency of diﬀerent policies. Hence, it is often fairly easy to write policies that cause
unexpected behaviors. For example, it may be easy to write a policy that denies
access to all resources for all people, accidentally.
An important factor contributing to chaotic complexity is coupling between diﬀer-
ent components. There are diﬀerent kinds of couplings[55]. Some of these couplings
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(in order of increasing complexity) are:
1. Components are data coupled if they pass data through scalar or array para-
meters.
2. Components are control coupled if one passes a value that is used to control the
internal logic of the other.
3. Components are common coupled if they refer to the same global data.
4. Components are content coupled if they access and change each other’s internal
data state or procedural state.
There are many reasons why low coupling between components or modules is desir-
able [54]. Fewer interconnections between components reduce the chance that a fault
in one component will cause a failure in other components. Also, fewer interconnec-
tions reduce the chance that changes in one component will aﬀect other components,
which enhances reusability. Finally, fewer interconnections reduce administrator and
programmer time in understanding the details of the system.
One way of measuring coupling between components is fan in - fan out complexity
[53]. This measure maintains a count of the number of data ﬂows into and out of a
component plus the number of global data structures that the component updates.
The fan in - fan out complexity of a component is given by the formula: Complexity =
Length× (Fan-in× Fan-out)2.
Length is any measure of the length of a program such as lines of code.
However, coupling is just one of the factors that could lead to chaos. We are still
in the process of investigating other factors that could cause small variations in one
part of the system to lead to large variations in system behavior.
There is a subtle diﬀerence between chaotic complexity and unpredictability.
Chaos is deterministic - i.e. it is possible to say, deterministically, what would be the
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overall change in system behavior on changing any part of the system, given enough
knowledge about the architecture and functioning of the system. Unpredictability,
however, is intrinsically non-deterministic (or probabilistic). It covers aspects that
cannot be predicted deterministically, and that may occur due to random errors or
race conditions, or due to insuﬃcient knowledge about the workings of the system.
8.1.5 Algorithmic Complexity
The traditional deﬁnition of the complexity of an algorithm is in terms of its time
and space requirements or its relation to Turing machines or universal computers.
However, there is also a cognitive aspect to algorithmic complexity, which is the
eﬀort required to understand an algorithm. There is often a trade-oﬀ between the
performance and cognitive aspects of algorithmic complexity. Simple algorithms are
often brute-force in nature and may have high space or time complexity. However,
more sophisticated algorithms that reduce the space or time complexity have a high
cognitive complexity. A simple example is the use of an O(n2) algorithm for sorting
(like insertion-sort or bubble-sort) as opposed to an O(nlogn) algorithm (like quick-
sort).
The cognitive algorithmic complexity can be measured using Halstead’s measures
[17]. These measures principally estimate the programming eﬀort, but can be ex-
tended to measure the eﬀort required to understand an algorithm. The Halstead
measures are based on four scalar numbers derived directly from a program’s source
code:
n1 = the number of distinct operators
n2 = the number of distinct operands
N1 = the total number of operators
N2 = the total number of operands
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From these numbers, various complexity measures are derived:
Program length, N = N1 +N2
Program vocabulary, n = n1 + n2
Program Volume, V = N × (log2n) . The program volume measures the information
content of a program or the size of implementation of an algorithm.
Diﬃculty, D = (n1/2) × (N2/n2) . The diﬃculty of a program is also related to the
error-proneness of the program.
Eﬀort, E = D×V . The eﬀort to implement or understand a program is proportional
to the volume and to the diﬃculty level of the program.
This measure of complexity is more relevant for programmers and administrators
who write programs and scripts for performing diﬀerent kinds of tasks.
Halstead’s measures are related to the amount of information contained in a pro-
gram. Another metric that measures the information content of any object is Kol-
mogorov complexity [46]. Kolmogorov complexity is the minimum number of bits
into which a string can be compressed without losing information. This is deﬁned
with respect to a ﬁxed, but universal decompression scheme, given by a universal
Turing machine. Another way of looking at it is that the Kolmogorov complexity
of an object is the length of the shortest computer program that can reproduce the
object.
It is a bit more diﬃcult to measure the Kolmogorov complexity of any program
since one has to devise a Turing Machine that can generate this program. Also, in
general, the Kolmogorov complexity is not computable. The Halstead’s measures,
however, oﬀer an easier way of measuring the information content of a program.
An important point about Halstead’s measures is that in order to measure them,
one has to decide what constitutes the set of operators and operands in a program.
Commonly occurring blocks of code (like iterating through the elements of a list)
may be considered as a single operator (iteration) and a single operand (the list),
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although the actual bloc of code may have many more operators (such as the counter
or iterator) and operands (such as incrementing the counter, checking for end of list,
etc.). Thus, the choice of the set of operators and operands may be made depending
on the skill of the programmer.
8.1.6 Why these metrics?
There has not been much work in studying the intrinsic complexity of using distrib-
uted systems from the point of view of developers, administrators and end-users. The
main reason why we need a diﬀerent set of metrics or a benchmark to measure the
complexity of systems is that most existing measures are either inadequate or ﬂawed.
In the case of developers, the usefulness of a middleware, a design pattern or a
programming framework is often measured in terms of metrics like the lines of code or
the development time required for programming a certain service or application. For
example, many publications that propose new middleware, programming frameworks,
development environments or languages evaluate their systems in terms of lines of
code and development time (as man-hours or man-months). While these metrics
are useful, they have a number of limitations since they depend heavily on coding
language, coding styles and developer skill. Also, they do not capture the intrinsic
diﬃculty or complexity of developing or maintaining code. This intrinsic diﬃculty or
complexity of systems arises from the complexity of the problem domain, the state-
space explosion of large systems, the non-continuous behavior of discrete systems,
the non-linear scaling properties of most systems and the unpredictable inﬂuence of
external events. Our view is that the complexity metrics we have proposed capture
the intrinsic diﬃculty of building services and applications better than the standard
metrics. Our complexity metrics, together with the existing standard metrics, would
help in providing a better picture of the usefulness, maintainability and complexity
of a distributed system or a middleware.
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Also, some of our metrics have been used in the software engineering ﬁeld for a
while. Hence, there is a common consensus on what values of some of the metrics
like Cyclomatic Complexity and Halstead’s Measures are appropriate to promote
understandability, programmability and maintainability of programs. For example,
the Halstead volume (V) of a function is recommended to be between 20 and 1000.
Volumes greater than 1000 means function is doing too much. The Volume of a ﬁle
should be between 100 and 8000. Also, the Cyclomatic Complexity of a function is
recommended to be less than 15.
The other aspects, including unpredictability and cognitive size complexity, repre-
sent important characteristics that make systems diﬃcult to program and use. How-
ever, there are no well-accepted metrics for evaluating these aspects. Hence, we pro-
pose our own metrics, including entropy and number of concepts, to measure these
aspects of complexity. So, although there are no standard guidelines to deﬁne appro-
priate values for these metrics, one can still compare diﬀerent systems using these
measures.
For administrators and end-users, too, there are no standard ways of measuring
the complexity of managing and using systems. One metric that is sometimes used in
HCI is GOMS [52], which allows calculating the time it takes for achieving a goal with
a certain user interface. However, this metric does not really capture the complexity
of using the interface. As we have described earlier, many of the aspects that cause
complexity for developers also cause complexity for administrators and end-users.
Hence, it is possible to extend the software engineering-based and other metrics for
administrators and end-users as well.
User studies are also often undertaken to evaluate interfaces for end-users, and in
some cases, administrators. These user studies either measure the time or eﬀort taken
to perform a task using an interface, and the failure or error rate while performing
the task (i.e. the number of times the user made a mistake while using the interface).
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Again, such studies heavily depend on the characteristics and skill-sets of the users.
Besides, they may or may not say anything about the intrinsic understandability or
complexity of using a system. Finally, it is diﬃcult and expensive to conduct fair user
studies, and in some cases it may not be possible to conduct user studies at all. In
such cases, it would be useful to have empirical complexity metrics, such as the ones
we have proposed, in order to evaluate the system. The complexity metrics would
also allow evaluating a system and its interfaces at an early stage and help inﬂuence
design decisions. We believe that a combination of user studies and our complexity
metrics can help provide a more complete picture of the complexity of using a system
to perform tasks.
A key advantage of the various complexity metrics is that they help in comparing
the complexities of existing distributed systems, both quantitatively and qualita-
tively. Besides, they also allow evaluating new middleware, programming models and
interfaces in terms of the reduction in complexity they may oﬀer to developers, ad-
ministrators and end-users. This would help system designers to argue for or against
the use of speciﬁc solutions for various kinds of tasks.
8.2 Features of the Task Execution Framework that
help reduce Complexity
The task framework has a number of features that help reduce some of the aspects of
complexity that we just deﬁned. Three key features that it has to reduce complexity
are:
• Self-conﬁguration and self-repair to reduce task-structure complexity and un-
predictability
• High-level programming to reduce algorithmic complexity and unpredictability
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• Use of ontologies to enable semantic interoperability and to reduce cognitive
size complexity
8.2.1 Self-Conﬁguration and Self-Repair
Self-conﬁguration and self-repair help reduce task structure complexity. Self-conﬁguration
allows the speciﬁcation of tasks to be more linear, since the middleware takes care of
making choices at various decision points. Hence, developers do not have to worry
about choosing appropriate values at decision points. Self-repair allows programmers
to not have to worry about dealing with certain kinds of failures. In distributed com-
puting, many of the decision points that contribute to task-structure or cyclomatic
complexity arise from checking for exceptions and failures. Hence, self-repair enables
eliminating many decision points in programs.
Self-repair also reduces unpredictability since it increases the probability of a few
desired states corresponding to the successful execution of a program or successful
performance of a task, while reducing the probability of failure.
Our framework achieves self-conﬁguration and self-repair with the help of the
parameterized task model. Developers program the ubiquitous computing environ-
ment using tasks or workﬂows and specify parameters that inﬂuence how exactly
the task is executed. The framework achieves self-conﬁguration by automatically or
semi-automatically picking appropriate values of task parameters, and self-repair by
picking alternative values of parameters in case the initial choice fails.
8.2.2 High-Level Programming
High-level programming involves the use of high-level operators and high-level operands
in programs. This helps reduce cognitive algorithmic complexity by reducing the
number of operators and operands required to be used to achieve a certain goal in a
program. This, in turn, reduces the program volume and programming eﬀort. High-
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level programming, along with self-conﬁguration and self-repair, can also help reduce
unpredictability. Since developers specify their programs at a high-level, this gives the
middleware more ﬂexibility in choosing an appropriate way of executing the program
and recovering from failures. Thus, the unpredictability of program execution, arising
from dynamism and failures, is abstracted away from developers. Besides, high-level
programming also reduces the number of states visible to developers and end-users,
and thus reduces entropy by reducing the number of possible states the system can
be in.
Our framework is built on top of a high-level programming model. Tasks in
our framework consist of a set of smaller sub-tasks called activities. An activity
may change the state of the environment by performing an action or it may query
appropriate services to get the current state or context. Activities are programmed
with the help of a Olympus high-level programming model [16] that allows developers
to program in terms of high-level operators and operands. The middleware takes care
of the low-level details, including mapping the high-level operands and operators into
appropriate concrete operators and operands.
8.2.3 Ontologies for Organization of Concepts and Deﬁning
Semantics
The use of ontologies tackles cognitive size complexity by using a divide and conquers
approach. Ontologies are used to deﬁne hierarchies of concepts used in the system.
Ontologies are a standard way of representing domain knowledge and semantic infor-
mation about concepts in a reusable manner. They allow diﬀerent parties to become
aware of the various concepts used in the system and the relationships between these
concepts. Deﬁning hierarchies of concepts also helps developers and end-users in un-
derstanding the details of the system at a high level, while allowing them to drill
down to speciﬁc details if they want to do so.
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Our framework uses ontologies to deﬁne hierarchies of diﬀerent services, devices,
applications, contexts, data types and other concepts. Ontologies also deﬁne the dif-
ferent high-level operators and operands that are used by the Olympus programming
model; hence a high-level program can run in any system that follows the same on-
tology (or that uses an ontology that has been mapped to the ontology followed by
the high-level program). Developers, administrators and end-users use the concepts
deﬁned in the ontology while developing applications and conﬁguring the system. On-
tologies organize the knowledge space into diﬀerent segments and thus, help reduce
the number of concepts one needs to know to program a task.
8.3 Evaluating the Reduction in Complexity
We now evaluate the reduction in complexity that the framework provides for three
diﬀerent kinds of tasks: a slideshow task, a messaging or notiﬁcation task and a col-
laboration task. The slideshow task is similar to the running example in this paper
(described in Section 3.1), where the developer writes a high-level script (correspond-
ing to the ﬂowchart in Fig 3.1) and the framework automatically or semi-automatically
(i.e. with the help of the end-user) deduces the best values of various parameters like
the devices to start diﬀerent components in and the classes of the components for
displaying the slides and controlling the slideshow. The notiﬁcation task (described
in Section 3.7.4) allows an end-user to write a message for any user in the system, and
the framework automatically or semi-automatically ﬁgures out the best way sending
the message - using email, a ticker-tape across one or more displays in the room in
which the user is in or using a speech output. The collaboration task (which was
described in Section 3.7.3) allows the end-user to specify end-users who should be
involved in a collaboration session and the shared ﬁle which all users work together
on (the shared ﬁle can be a text ﬁle, a word document, an image ﬁle or an excel
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spreadsheet). The framework automatically or semi-automatically chooses the best
device and application for each user to use for collaborating.
In the case of each of the above tasks, we compared the complexity of developing
the tasks with and without using the framework. Hence, the following evaluations
compare two tasks that have equivalent behaviors and functionalities, one of which
makes use of the facilities provided by the framework, and the other which just
makes use of the facilities that Gaia provides minus the framework. Hence the sec-
ond kind of task, which did not make use of the framework, required many of the
self-conﬁguration, self-repair and policy checking features to be speciﬁed within the
program.
Table 8.1 shows the task-structure complexity and cognitive algorithmic complex-
ity of the three diﬀerent kinds of tasks without and without using the framework
in a certain conﬁguration of our prototype pervasive computing environment. For
example, the task-structure complexity of the task graph of a slideshow task is 2
when the framework is used; while an equivalent graph when no self-conﬁguration is
done has a task-structure complexity of 1192 (assuming there are 10 devices in the
room that can be used to host diﬀerent presentation and controller components). The
cyclomatic complexity of a function is normally recommended to be less than 15 for
enabling understandability. When no self-conﬁguration is done, the task-structure
complexity is high because there are many diﬀerent ways of conﬁguring the slideshow
with diﬀerent devices and components. Also, various policies have to be checked to
choose the best way of conﬁguring the task and the execution has to be monitored
for failures.
The Halstead’s measures for cognitive algorithmic complexity of the slideshow
task while using the framework are: n1 = 4, n2 = 9, N1 = 7 and N2 = 18. This gives
a volume of 92.51, a diﬃculty of 5.14 and eﬀort of 475.5 . An equivalent program
without using the framework had n1 = 17, n2 = 32, N1 = 145 and N2 = 266, giving a
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TSC -Fwk TSC +Fwk CAC -Fwk CAC +Fwk
Slideshow Task 1192 2 70.66 5.14
Notiﬁcation Task 484 0 34.62 1
Collaboration Task 476 1 38.92 3.07
Table 8.1: Comparison of Task-Structure Complexity (TSC) complexity and Cog-
nitive Algorithmic Complexity (CAC) with and without support of our framework
volume of 2307.65, a diﬃculty of 70.66 and an eﬀort of 163058.55 . The main reason
for the diﬀerence in diﬃculty and eﬀort is that the high-level operators provided by
Olympus, along with the self-conﬁguration and self-repair features of the framework,
allows developers to focus on the core logic of the tasks and abstracts the low-level
details away. The V (volume) of a function is normally recommended to be between
20 and 1000 to enable easy programmability and understandability.
The framework’s use of ontologies also helps reduce the cognitive size complex-
ity. For example, a developer can just specify that a VisualOutput device should
be used to display a slideshow. He does not have to know all the diﬀerent kinds of
devices (including the various subclasses of VisualOutput device). He also does not
have to care about the actual concrete instances of these subclasses or their proper-
ties. The framework takes care of choosing the appropriate subclass and instance of
VisualOutput device.
Finally, the high-level programming model also helps reduce the unpredictabil-
ity aspect of complexity. For example, the startApplication operator provided by
Olympus automatically decides the best devices and components to use for starting
a certain kind of application, recovers from failures and has transactional semantics
from the point of view of the developer. If the operator is successful, an application
is started, and if it fails, the system is restored to its initial state. Hence there are
just 2 possible next states after this operator is invoked. On the other hand, if our
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framework was not present, the developer has to worry about several intermediate
states of starting the application and recover from failures as well. For example, dif-
ferent components that make up the application may fail, or the devices on which
components are started may leave the environment. Hence, the entropy of the system
from the point of view of the developer is far greater than when he uses the high-level
programming model.
8.4 The Complexity-Flexibility Trade-oﬀ
An important eﬀect of reducing complexity through high-level programming using
Olympus and the task development framework is that the ﬂexibility of the developer
is also reduced. While high-level and task-oriented programming abstracts away
many of the low-level details, it is also not as expressive or ﬂexible as lower-level
programming and does not allow developers to perform certain kinds of operations.
Flexibility is related to the number of diﬀerent states that a language or system
allows to be reached, or the number of diﬀerent transitions between states oﬀered by
operators of the language or system.
The complexity-ﬂexibility trade-oﬀ plays out at other levels of programming as
well. For instance, machine-level or assembly-level programming is probably the most
expressive and ﬂexible since it allows developers to do pretty much anything allowed
by the instruction set of the processor. However, they are also incredibly complex
to program in. In particular, the cognitive algorithmic complexity of a program in
machine-level or assembly-level is very high. Higher-level programming languages like
Java are less complex, but also allow lesser ﬂexibility. For example, developers cannot
cause arrays or buﬀers to overﬂow, or write data to arbitrary memory locations. Also,
applets may not open sockets to arbitrary hosts or access the local ﬁlesystem.
Fig 8.3 shows a possible graph representing the tradeoﬀ between ﬂexibility and
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Figure 8.3: The Complexity-Flexibility Tradeoﬀ
complexity. The exact shape of the curve depends on the units used to measure
ﬂexibility and complexity, but, in general, as the ﬂexibility and expressiveness of a
programming model increases, the complexity of the model also increases. As the
complexity of a programming model and the programs in it reduces, the ﬂexibility
and expressiveness of the programs also reduces. Hence, depending on the needs and
requirements of the developer, an appropriate ﬂexibility-complexity point must be
chosen. The choice needs to be made depending on how ﬁnely the developer wants
to program the system and the level of control and abstraction he desires.
8.5 Distinguishing between the complexity of a sys-
tem and the complexity of using a system
There is an important diﬀerence between the intrinsic complexity of a system and
the complexity of using a system to perform tasks. While a system can be very
complex, internally, it may still be easy to use for performing various kinds of tasks.
For example, cars are extremely complex systems internally; however, the interface
exported by a car to end-users (or drivers) is fairly simple, and one can learn to drive
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a car reasonably easily. At the same time, cars are still very complex for developers
and administrators (or car designers and car mechanics).
The main idea here is that even though a system may be very complex, internally,
it is possible to hide that complexity and present relatively simple interfaces to devel-
opers, administrators and end-users. One way of doing this is through high-level pro-
gramming and self-conﬁguration and self-repair. The main challenge is to make high-
level programming, self-conﬁguration and self-repair reliable and predictable enough
that users do not have to look under the hood too often. This is similar to the way
in which car drivers do not worry about the internal functioning of the car most of
the times. Of course, when things do go wrong, the systems must have some way of
uncovering the diﬀerent layers of abstraction and allow some form of debugging.
The complexity metrics we have proposed try to measure the complexity of using
a system to perform tasks, as opposed to measuring the internal complexity of the
system. Of course, “using” a system means diﬀerent things for developers, adminis-
trators and end-users. For developers, it refers to using a middleware, programming
language or framework to develop new applications or services. For administrators,
it refers to using system management tools, command line interfaces or scripts to
manage or conﬁgure a system. For end-users, it refers to using diﬀerent kinds of user
interfaces for interacting with applications or services while performing tasks.
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Chapter 9
Related Work
The Aura Project[1] represents user tasks at a high level and then maps each task
to applications and devices available at a location. It also has a notion of utility to
discover the best mapping. However, it does not have mechanisms for learning user
preferences or taking into account security and other policies during task execution.
The iROS[21] system is based on an Event Heap and uses soft-state maintenance
and fast restart to recover from failures. It, however, does not optimize performance of
tasks or discover alternate ways of performing tasks in case of failures. The Activity-
Centered Computing project [2] handles activities as ﬁrst class objects and allows
users to suspend and resume activities. The task-computing model [3] allows a user
to specify a behavior as a set of tasks that need to be completed using service de-
scriptions. The system determines the way the tasks are to be composed. The oper-
ator graph model [4] uses a programming model where services to be composed are
speciﬁed as descriptions and interactions among services are deﬁned using operators.
MIT’s Oxygen Project[6] automatically satisﬁes abstract user goals by assembling,
on-the-ﬂy, an implementation that utilizes the resources currently available to the
user However, these approaches do not have any mechanisms for choosing the best
way of composing services, learning user preferences or self-repairing in the case of
failure.
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A related concept to task execution is workﬂows. Workﬂows deﬁne the sequence of
tasks to execute to achieve some goal. They are used to automate business processes,
in whole or in part, and allow passing documents, information, or tasks from one
participant to another for action, according to a set of procedural rules. Languages
such as BPEL [12] are used to deﬁne the set of actions (in terms of invocations of
web services) that are required to achieve some goal. However, the limitation of
most workﬂow systems is that workﬂow scripts are static in nature and cannot adapt
dynamically to changing resource availabilities or diﬀerent contexts.
In the area of web services, there has been related work done on the automatic com-
position of web services for achieving a goal. [28] describes the use of an augmented
Golog interpreter, which is based on situation calculus, to determine a sequence of
semantic web services to be executed for achieving a certain goal. The Sword toolkit
[29] uses a rule-based expert engine for determining how to construct a composite
web service from existing services. [30] and [31] propose planners that use STRIPS
and SHOP2 respectively to compose a plan, given the goal and DAML-S descriptions
of a set of basic services. However, all these approaches also do not have mechanisms
for self-repair, for choosing the best way of composing services or for interacting with
end-users and learning their preferences.
The QCompiler [41] is a meta-data QoS programming and compilation framework
for developing and deploying quality aware applications. It, however, does not have
a way of comparing diﬀerent possible compilations or recovering from failures. The
QCompiler can form a part of our autonomic task execution framework to ﬁgure out
the best way of meeting QoS-based task parameters based on meta-data and applica-
tion speciﬁcations. SpiderNet [42] is a quality-aware, autonomic service composition
framework that allows streaming applications to be assembled, automatically, from
distributed data sources, data sinks and intermediate stream processing functions.
The main diﬀerence between SpiderNet and our framework is that SpiderNet aims to
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optimize QoS metrics like network delay and loss probability, while our framework
looks to optimize many dimensions of utility including usability, user satisfaction and
various performance metrics. Also the space of possible actions (or services) in Spider-
Net includes only operations on multimedia streams, while actions in our framework
could be interactions with diﬀerent types of devices, services, applications and users.
Another related work in the area of QoS-aware service composition is [43], which tries
to optimize the performance related aspects (e.g. network bandwidth and path delay)
of composite services. In particular, it tries to reduce redundancies in data delivery
and service execution through explorations of diﬀerent types of multicast (service
multicast and data multicast). Again, such optimizations can be plugged into our
autonomic task execution framework for optimizing QoS parameters of a task that
utilizes composite web services. Our framework can, in some sense, act as a plugging
board for diﬀerent kinds of optimization algorithms that optimize diﬀerent kinds of
task parameters.
In the area of Autonomic Computing, the Accord Programming Framework [7]
allows the development and composition of autonomic components through workﬂows.
It, however, does not address issues relating to optimizing or repairing workﬂows.
The Unity system [10] uses goal-driven self-assembly to conﬁgure itself. However, the
utility function [9] it uses assumes that one can quantify the utility of diﬀerent choices.
The ACT framework [11] allows optimizing existing CORBA applications. However,
it doesn’t specify generic ways of conﬁguring and optimizing diﬀerent applications.
In the area of system complexity, there has not been much work in deﬁning or mea-
suring the complexity of distributed systems so far. Colyer et al [50] have described
the problem of middleware complexity and have shown how aspect oriented software
development can simplify development. Booch [51] has also discussed why software is
inherently complex and how abstractions and aspects can reduce complexity. They,
however, do not propose quantitative metrics for measuring complexity.
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Chapter 10
Future Work
There are a number of possible future extensions to this work. One is the development
of a GUI for specifying task ﬂowcharts. This GUI would allow developers and power
users to draw the ﬂowchart representing a task and specify the diﬀerent activities in
the ﬂowchart. Such a GUI would enable rapid speciﬁcation of tasks and would also
allow users, who are not programmers, to develop tasks.
Our current solution is centralized in the sense that a single service orchestrates
other entities to perform a user’s task. We are working on a multi-agent solution
where diﬀerent users interact with their own agents for performing tasks. This will
allow multiple users to perform tasks in the same environment while resolving conﬂicts
if they arise.
An important requirement of the system is a good policy development and man-
agement framework that allows developers, administrators and end-users to write
policies that aﬀect system behavior and that helps them ensure that diﬀerent poli-
cies are consistent and non-conﬂicting. Hence, good interfaces for specifying policies
are required in order to enable diﬀerent kinds of users to frame useful policies that
can help customizing the execution of tasks to diﬀerent environments and to their
personal or shared preferences. Also, the interfaces need to be backed by reasoning
engines that can detect when two or more policies conﬂict. We have already started
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some preliminary work in this regard [47]. There also needs to be some sort of simu-
lator where users can experiment with diﬀerent policies and ensure that they behave
according to their expectations.
The success of the framework does rely on the ability to specify how a process
or a task should proceed as a ﬂowchart or in a workﬂow-like manner. While there
are many scenarios where it is possible to specify such graphs or workﬂows, there
are other environments and scenarios where the user needs to have more freedom
in interacting with the ubiquitous computing environment in a more spontaneous
and non-deterministic manner. In such scenarios, users may not have speciﬁc goals
in mind, but instead may want to explore the environment. An interesting area of
research is to come up with task models that allow such spontaneous behavior, rather
than constraining the user to follow the steps speciﬁed by the task developer.
In the area of complexity metrics, we would like to evaluate diﬀerent kinds of
distributed computing systems, apart from ubiquitous computing systems, using the
complexity metrics. In particular, we would like to evaluate other large, complex dis-
tributed systems like sensor networks, enterprise systems and internet-based systems.
This would help establish the generality of the metrics, both for diﬀerent classes of
people (developers, administrators and end-users) as well as for diﬀerent kinds of
distributed computing systems.
Another area of future work is to try to extend the set of metrics to include
a measure for debugging and failure-recovery. Distributed computing systems may
fail due to a number of reasons - OS faults, software bugs, hardware errors, human
error, etc. While self-repair and high-level programming can reduce the occurrence
of failures and provide automated, graceful failure-recovery, systems may still fail
and require human intervention. Besides, self-conﬁguring and self-repairing systems
may misbehave or take wrong actions. Hence, distributed computing systems should
provide mechanisms for uncovering the diﬀerent layers of abstraction and deducing
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the cause of faults. The complexity of debugging a system is an important measure
of the ease of using and maintaining the system.
System complexity forms just one of the factors that inﬂuence the productivity
of developers, administrators and end-users. Other factors that aﬀect productivity
include communication and interaction between diﬀerent developers, administrators
and end-users, ambiguous and changing requirements, technology churn, etc. While
we are still far from being able to quantify these other factors, they would all form
part of any evaluation of the productivity of diﬀerent kinds of users.
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Chapter 11
Conclusions
In this thesis, we have presented a high-level task execution framework that enables
autonomic ubiquitous computing. The framework automatically or semi-automatically
conﬁgures the ubiquitous computing environment in the best way for performing var-
ious tasks and also recovers from failures. Some of the key features of the framework
are the use of ontologies for specifying hierarchies of entities and their properties,
the use of learning to customize task execution, incorporation of security and other
policies, and the use of a generic, parameterized task model that allows the same
tasks to be run in diﬀerent environments with diﬀerent resources.
The core contributions of this thesis are a set of solutions for autonomic ubiquitous
computing (a high-level programming model, a semantic discovery process and a task
execution framework that allows self-conﬁguration, self-optimization and self-repair).
Besides, the other two key contributions of this thesis are an exploration of diﬀerent
levels of automation that can be carried out in distributed computing systems and
the proposal of a set of aspects and metrics for characterizing and evaluating the
complexity of distributed computing systems. These two aspects of the thesis, we
believe, go beyond the conﬁnes of ubiquitous computing and have potential impact
on diﬀerent areas of computer systems research and development.
One of the key uses of computers, in general, is automating processes that were
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originally performed by humans. Computers allow humans to perform increasingly
higher and higher cognitive functions and tasks. They take care of performing repeti-
tive, “simple” functions, leaving the human mind free to engage in “higher” pursuits.
The issue of automation raises two important questions that have always stayed with
and that will continue to stay with computer science research: how to automate and
how much to automate. In this thesis, we have explored these two questions in the
area of ubiquitous computing. These questions, however, exist in a wide variety of
areas in computer science such as intrusion detection, human computer interaction,
robotics, network management, policy management, data integration, natural lan-
guage translation and processing, speech-to-text and text-to-speech, etc. Diﬀerent
areas have their own algorithms and strategies to automate. However, the question
of how much to automate shares some common features - it depends on the accuracy
and reliability of the algorithms in question, the criticality of the task at hand, and
the amount of control the user needs to have. More research needs to be carried out
to come up with methodologies or design patterns to help answer the question of how
much to automate, and also possibly, to discover a grand uniﬁed theory of automation
for diﬀerent areas of computer science.
The issue of complexity is another one that impacts diﬀerent types of computer
systems. In this thesis, we have made a start in coming up with diﬀerent aspects
of complexity and ways of measuring these aspects. We have also identiﬁed several
design principles that can, potentially, help reduce certain aspects of complexity.
However, a lot of more research needs to be done to polish the diﬀerent metrics,
understand how the diﬀerent aspects of complexity impact various kinds of systems,
ﬁgure out the best way of comparing diﬀerent systems using these metrics, and ﬁnally,
comping up with a complexity analyzing tool that system designers and architects
can make use of while designing and architecting systems.
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Appendix A
Example slideshow task in C++
consisting of various activities
#include ”ApplicationActivities.h”
voidPresentationTask() {
ApplicationActivities appAct = new ApplicationActivities();
ActivityQueryStructure aqs[3];
aqs[0] = *(appAct->createActivityQueryStruct(”coordinator”, 1, 1, ”Device”));
aqs[1] = *(appAct->createActivityQueryStruct(”model”, 1, 3, ”Device”,
”filename”, ”Class”));
aqs[2] = *(appAct->createActivityQueryStruct(”application”, 1, 2,
”Number of Presentations”,
”Number of Controllers”));
appAct->queryForTaskParameters(3, aqs);
if (appAct->checkIfAppRunning(”pptapp”) == TRUE) {
ActivityQueryStructure aqs1[1];
aqs1[0] = *(appAct->createActivityQueryStruct(”application”, 1, 1,
”Start New Application”));
appAct->queryForTaskParameters(1, aqs1);
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if (!strcmp(appAct->getParamValue(”application”,”Start New Application”), ”1”) {
ActivityQueryStructure aqs2[1];
aqs2[0] = *(appAct->createActivityQueryStruct(”application”,1,1,”instance”));
appAct->queryForTaskParameters(1, aqs2);
appAct->changeFileGivenIOR(
appAct->getParamValue(”application”,”instance”),
appAct->getParamValue(”model”,”filename”) );
}
}
else
{
ActivityQueryStructure aqs3[2];
aqs1[0] = *(appAct->createActivityQueryStruct(”presentation”,
appAct->getParamValue(”application”,”Number of Presentations”),
2, ”Device”,”Class”));
aqs1[0] = *(appAct->createActivityQueryStruct(”controller”,
appAct->getParamValue(”application”,”Number of Controllers”),
2, ”Device”,”Class”));
appAct:queryForTaskParameters(2, aqs3);
char* appName = appAct->generateAppName();
appAct->createCoordinator(appName,
appAct->getParamValue(”coordinator”,”Device”));
char* modelClass = appAct->getParamValue(”model”,”Class”);
char* modelargs = appAct->makeModelArgs(modelClass,
appAct->getParamValue(”model”,”filename”));
appAct->createModel(appName, modelClass,
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appAct->getParamValue(”model”,”Device”), modelargs);
for(i=0;i<appAct->getParamValue(”application”,”Number of Presentations”)
appAct->createPresentation(appName,
appAct->getParamValue(”presentation”,”Class”,i),
appAct->getParamValue(”presentation”,”Device”,i) );
for(i=0;i<appAct->getParamValue(”application”,”Number of Controllers”)
appAct->createPresentation(appName,
appAct->getParamValue(”controller”,”Class”,i),
appAct->getParamValue(”controller”,”Device”,i) );
}
delete(appAct);
}
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Appendix B
Segment of Parameter XML File
for a slideshow task
<!--Describing parameters associated with the model
- i.e. device on which model runs and name of slideshow file -->
<Entity name="model">
<Parameter>
<Name>Device</Name>
<Class>Device</Class>
<Mode>Automatic</Mode>
<Metric>Space Policy</Metric>
</Parameter>
<Parameter>
<Name>filename</Name>
<Class>SlideshowFile</Class>
<Mode>Manual</Mode>
</Parameter>
</Entity>
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<!--Describing parameters associated with the overall application
- i.e. number of presentations and number of controllers-->
<Entity name="application">
<Parameter>
<Name>Number of presentations</Name>
<Class>Number</Class>
<Mode>Manual</Mode>
</Parameter>
<Parameter>
<Name>Number of controllers</Name>
<Class>Number</Class>
<Mode>Manual</Mode>
</Parameter>
</Entity>
<!--Describing parameters associated with the presentation
- i.e. device on which the presentation will runs and
the class of the presentation component
(e.g. PowerPoint or AcrobatReader-->
<Entity name="presentation">
<Parameter>
<Name>Device</Name>
<Class>Visual Output</Class>
<Property>
<PropName>resolution</PropName>
<PropValue>1600*1200</PropValue>
</Property>
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<Mode>Manual</Mode>
</Parameter>
<Parameter>
<Name>Class</Name>
<Class>SlideShowPresentation</Class>
<Mode>Automatic</Mode>
<Metric>Space Policy</Metric>
</Parameter>
</Entity>
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Appendix C
Deﬁning the Learning Feature
Space
The following of the learning metadata XML ﬁle deﬁnes the diﬀerent features to be
used in the learning process.
<FeatureSet>
<LearningFeature>
<Name>Coordinator Device</Name>
<Type>Device</Type>
<Start>1</Start>
</LearningFeature>
<LearningFeature>
<Name>Model Device</Name>
<Type>Device</Type>
<Start>41</Start>
</LearningFeature>
<LearningFeature>
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<Name>Model Filename</Name>
<Type>Filename</Type>
<Start>81</Start>
</LearningFeature>
<LearningFeature>
<Name>Number of Presentations</Name>
<Type>Number</Type>
<Start>281</Start>
</LearningFeature>
<LearningFeature>
<Name>Number of Controllers</Name>
<Type>Number</Type>
<Start>291</Start>
</LearningFeature>
<LearningFeature>
<Name>Presentation Device</Name>
<Type>Device</Type>
<Start>301</Start>
</LearningFeature>
<LearningFeature>
<Name>Presentation Class</Name>
<Type>PresentationClass</Type>
<Start>341</Start>
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</LearningFeature>
<LearningFeature>
<Name>Controller Device</Name>
<Type>Device</Type>
<Start>361</Start>
</LearningFeature>
<LearningFeature>
<Name>Controller Class</Name>
<Type>ControllerClass</Type>
<Start>401</Start>
</LearningFeature>
<LearningFeature>
<Name>Name of User</Name>
<Type>User</Type>
<Start>501</Start>
</LearningFeature>
<LearningFeature>
<Name>People Present in Room</Name>
<Type>User</Type>
<Start>541</Start>
</LearningFeature>
<LearningFeature>
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<Name>Devices Running</Name>
<Type>Device</Type>
<Start>581</Start>
</LearningFeature>
<LearningFeature>
<Name>Applications Running</Name>
<Type>Application</Type>
<Start>621</Start>
</LearningFeature>
<LearningFeature>
<Name>Time of Day</Name>
<Type>Time</Type>
<Start>661</Start>
</LearningFeature>
<LearningFeature>
<Name>Activity in Space</Name>
<Type>Activity</Type>
<Start>673</Start>
</LearningFeature>
<LearningFeature>
<Name>Kind of Task</Name>
<Type>Task</Type>
<Start>681</Start>
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</LearningFeature>
<LearningFeature>
<Name>Application Running on Device</Name>
<Type>Application</Type>
<Start>721</Start>
</LearningFeature>
</FeatureSet>
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Appendix D
Deﬁning Labels of Learning
Feature Values
The following segment of the learning metadata XML ﬁle deﬁnes labels for diﬀerent
values.
<Map>
<Instance type="Device">
<Device>
<Name>srg-a21p-3-laptop</Name>
<ID>0</ID>
</Device>
<Device>
<Name>cs-pc2401-1</Name>
<ID>1</ID>
</Device>
<Device>
<Name>cs-pc2401-2</Name>
<ID>2</ID>
</Device>
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<Device>
<Name>AgentSmithius-laptop</Name>
<ID>14</ID>
</Device>
</Instance>
<Instance type="PresentationClass">
<PresentationClass>
<Name>CORBA/PPTPresentation</Name>
<ID>0</ID>
</PresentationClass>
<PresentationClass>
<Name>CORBA/MP3Player</Name>
<ID>1</ID>
</PresentationClass>
</Instance>
<Instance type="User">
<User>
<Name>anand</Name>
<ID>0</ID>
</User>
<User>
<Name>jalal</Name>
<ID>1</ID>
</User>
</Instance>
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<Instance type="Task">
<Task>
<Name>unknown</Name>
<ID>0</ID>
</Task>
<Task>
<Name>PresentationTask</Name>
<ID>1</ID>
</Task>
<Task>
<Name>MusicTask</Name>
<ID>2</ID>
</Task>
</Instance>
</Map>
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Appendix E
Learning Training File
The following is a segment of an example training ﬁle generated by the Logger.
1,41,282,292,301,341,361,401,501,581,621,621,669,673,682:
1,41,282,292,301,341,361,401,501,581,671,673,682:
1,41,282,292,301,341,361,401,501,581,620,671,673,682:
1,41,282,292,301,341,361,401,501,581,620,621,671,673,682:
1,41,282,292,301,341,361,401,501,581,620,671,673,682:
1,41,282,292,301,341,361,401,501,581,620,668,673,682:
1,41,282,292,301,341,361,401,501,581,668,673,682:
1,41,282,292,301,341,361,401,501,581,621,668,673,682:
1,41,282,292,301,341,361,401,501,581,621,620,621,668,673,682:
1,41,282,292,301,341,361,401,501,581,668,673,682:
1,41,282,292,301,341,361,401,500,581,620,669,673,682:
1,41,283,292,301,341,301,341,361,401,500,581,620,621,669,673,682:
1,41,282,293,301,341,361,401,361,401,500,581,620, 621,669,673,682:
1,41,282,292,301,341,361,401,500,581,621,620,669,673,682:
1,41,282,292,301,341,361,401,501,581,620,621,668,673,682:
1,41,282,292,301,342,361,402,500,581,620,622,669,673,683:
1,41,282,292,301,342,361,402,500,581,620,622,669,673,683:
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1,41,282,292,301,342,361,402,500,581,620,622,669,673,683:
1,41,282,292,301,342,361,402,500,581,620,622,669,673,683:
1,41,282,292,301,342,361,402,500,581,622,620,669,673,683:
1,41,282,292,301,341,361,401,500,581,620,669,673,682:
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